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Write your own funny caption andWrite your own funny caption and
win a free one year subscription. win a free one year subscription. 

After 20 years, we’re tired of trying to be funny and
that’s your chance to win a free year’s subscription.
We’ll show this same photo here next issue with the

winning entry’s gag caption.



Ah, Fall! My
favorite time of

the year. Summer is too hot. Winter is better but it
can get cold and Spring just reminds me that hot
Summer is coming again. (Of course all the seasons
kind of blend together here in California). Fall also
means football, the unveiling of next year’s cars,
back to school (great for parents like me) and the
new TV season (not as exciting as it used to be when
I was younger.) Welcome to the Fall issue of
Prehistoric Times magazine, your best source for
the latest Paleo Diet recipes, and now gluten free!
Also known as “Lee Daniel’s Prehistoric Times.”
We again thank the ever amazing John Sibbick for

our front cover artwork of Allosaurus enjoying a
Camptosaurus. John would like to thank A.
Cowap, an `ace' fossil preparator, who com-
missioned the art. www.johnsibbick.com
The two “U”s are featured this issue;

Uintatherium and Utahraptor. Good ole’ Phil
Hore explains these amazing creatures to us
in his usual knowledgeable and entertaining
manner. I interview artist Jerry LoFaro,
dinosaur expert Gregory Paul talks about
Jurassic Park and so much more. I hope you
enjoy it and thanks so much for purchasing it.
I always encourage potential advertisers to

be a part of this Fall issue because it is the last
issue before Christmas and I tell them that many of
you will do your shopping from it. Once again I ask
that you please don’t make me out to be a liar. Please patronize PT’s adver-
tisers. And also remember that a subscription or renewal to PT is a
Christmas gift that keeps on giving all year long plus we have many back
issues on sale too.
Recently it has been brought to our attention that early issues of PT have
been selling for close to $200 each. Seriously! So, if you have any of the
first 20 issues or so, we suggest you stop
using them to wrap fish and line bird
cages, and instead lock them in your
safe next to your Krugerrand gold coins
and your 9mm.

A couple years back, I thought it
would be a good idea to allow various
internet companies and school charity
organizations to sell subscriptions to PT.
It was my hope that it would bring in
‘new blood’ and content to the magazine
even though I would receive only a
small fraction of the money.
Unfortunately, they did too good of a job
of bringing in subscribers and it was
costing a small businessman like myself
too much money to print and ship the mags for the small amount that was
my share. I stopped working with them. This Fall issue #107 marks the last
for people who subscribed through these other groups, so there are a lot of
you who will either renew directly through PT or say goodbye to PT. I sure
hope you stay with us. 
The big news is that Steven Spielberg has announced his fourth film in

the Jurassic Park series --  “Jurassic World” in 3D coming June 12 of 2015.
Colin Trevorrow (“Safety Not Guaranteed”) is directing from a draft of the
screenplay he wrote. The big questions are, Will they PLEASE stay away
from some stupid mutated dinosaur plot? Will they keep the science as accu-
rate as possible (hopefully with A LOT more dinosaurs than “Terra Nova”
had)? Will they make a good movie? And is this story even true? We’ve been
lied to before. If true, I will be there front row center on opening day.
When Peter Jackson’s “King Kong” movie was released, I wrote some-

thing here very similar to what I am going to write again now. When I was
growing up, we didn’t have VCRs, DVDs, BluRays, DVRs, or cable TV
(inside our covered wagon). We only had 3 or 4 channels to watch and if you
missed a show, you pretty much missed it until the summer reruns came
along. In fact, the Fredericks household didn’t have a remote control televi-
sion so my brother and I would sit very close to the TV (My mother would
warn us we were going to go blind and turn radioactive) so we didn’t have
to travel far to change the channel. Of course there were a number of pro-
grams and movies that we liked, but every year, it was a special event when
two movies in particular played on TV. One was “King Kong” and the other
was “The Wizard of Oz.” The family would always gather around the living
room to watch these annual events. I loved them then and I love them now.
That may have been a long way to go to announce that this year marks the
80th anniversary of “King Kong” and next year marks the 75th anniversary

of “The Wizard of Oz” but these
movies were/are a great part of
my life and I felt they were
worth the space here.
MOVING?? PLEASE let us

know your new address the sec-
ond you plan to move. I am con-
tinually amazed at how many

subscribers move and never bother to let us
know. The magazine is NOT forwarded
and it costs us to resend the magazine a
second time to your new “digs.” Thanks so
much.
ARTISTS! PT does not pay for submis-

sions but many artists whose work is seen
in Prehistoric Times get paying work from
other sources. Please send jpg files of your
artwork scanned at 300 DPI resolution.
Send as an approx 4” jpg with your name

in the title of the image--example--Triceratops
by John Smith.jpg to our e-mail address or send
good copies (that you don’t need returned and that

aren’t too big to fit our 9 x 12 scanner bed) to our mailing address in
California. We need your art and info. For #108 Australovenator & other
Australian theropods with Gigantopithecus (Dec 10, 2013) For #109
Chasmosaurus with Moa/Bullockornis (ducks vs ratites) (Mar 10, 2014)
For #110 Diabloceratops with Titanoboa/giant snakes (June 10. 2014) For
#111 Baryonyx with Thylacosmilus (Sep 10 2014) Thank you!  
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FROM THE EDITOR
A

d design by M
ichael Stevens

Even more new designs! 

Please check it out!

Robert Nicholls & C. M. Kosemen illustrated Malawania, the ichthyosaur that swam

into the Cretaceous. Read PaleoNews. 

Dinotopia’s James Gurney illustrated new dinosaur stamps

for Australia and will tell us how he did it - next issue.

Jurassic Park 4 is
finally coming

In theaters for Christmas

PT PIX!
Send in your choices for the
best of 2013 and win prizes:

Best Book, Best scientific
discovery, Best new toy, Best

new Model kit



Hi Mike, I am a subscriber, albeit a new one
with issue #103 being my first. I came across
Prehistoric Times in the Squadron Mail Order
catalog a while ago and bought one out of
curiosity. I always loved dinos as a kid and your
magazine has reawakened that love - to say the
least! This is why I am buying so many of your back issues. I just can't seem
to get enough! I come to all of this wonderful paleo stuff from the perspec-
tive of a modeler and the resin kits that are available have really blown my
mind! In fact, I've only been building models sourced through Prehistoric
Times since I discovered it.

I've enclosed a couple of photos, but as you can see, I'm still new at this.
At any rate, love the mag and love the paleo models!! Thanks for all of your
(and everyone else's)
hard work. Sincerely,
Jan Harrison Broomall,
Pa

P.S. The T-Rex is
Geene Models 1/48th
scale and the
Mammoth is from
Paleocraft.

I seriously doubt
that anyone seeing
your finished models
is saying that you look
like you are new to
this, Jan. Your work is
professional, polished
and absolutely fantas-
tic! Please keep it
coming for future
issues.   

Having Squadron Shop sell PT through their catalogs has been very
cool, especially considering my brother and I used to order models from
them back when we were kids and had no hobby shop nearby - editor

You should post a contest for the strangest Prehistoric Scene kit
makeover. The most bizarre wins! I'd like to see a three headed T.rex or a
sabertooth wooly mammoth! Wade Carmen, Cleveland, Tn

I’ll take that under consideration, Wade - editor

Hi Mike, I wanted to send you these selected shots of my newly finished
1:7 scale bronze sculpture of Allosaurus & baby diplodocid prey, which I'm
calling “Specter of Howe Quarry,” based on the illustration of the same for

the 1990 book “Dinosaurs: A Global
View” by Steven & Silvia Czerkas.
Mark Hallett www.markhallett.com

Hi Mike, I want to tell you the
very amazing purchase on Ebay
which I just made. I found an auction
for a FDC (First Day Cover) of the
New York World’s Fair dating to the
23th April 1964 showing several
Sinclair dinosaurs on a barge going
to Dinoland. The starting price of
$5.99 had been already increased to
$31 by several bidders. There was still
an hour before the auction ended. I
tried $32 but automatic bids increased
immediately the price to $33. Thirty
minutes later, I tried $34 but I still was
outbid. So I decided to wait to the last
minute to do a high bid of $52 at 02:35
pm (Paris time); unfortunately during
my working time. A coworker inter-
rupted my action on eBay because she
had a problem with a working project.
By then the auction had ended but I

saw the amazing end result of this auction: The FDC was sold for the incred-
ible price of $367.55 and the second best offer was of $362.55. With my
offer of $34, I was in fifth position. I was laughing out loud when I wrote a
congratulatory e-mail to the seller.

After sending this mail, I was surprised to receive a e-mail with a second
chance offer of my $34 bid. Then my fingers quickly ran on the keyboard to

validate this
i n c r e d i b l e
event.  I now
thank my
coworker for
in te r r up t ing
me before I
validated a bid
at $52! I made   
an savings of
$18! 

I am very
happy. I am
both a collec-
tor of fossils
and minerals
stamps, FDCs
and prehistoric
animals fig-

ures. I have all figures of the NY
1964 World Fair and this First
Day of Issue is a very good piece
for my collection and the most
amazing purchase which I have
ever done on Ebay. Sometimes
things really do work out for the
best.

Best regards. Jean-Marie LEONARD 38170 Seyssinet-Pariset, France

Mike, my fiancee got me a subscription for my birthday last year, but I've
been reading since issue 20. When I lived in Pittsburgh I would often stop
in to the Carnegie museum gift shop to pick up the latest issue. Since I'm
writing this, I thought I'd share with you my stop motion short film starring

MA I LMA I L

MMESOZOICESOZOIC

New bronze sculpted by Mark Hallett

Two model kits built and
painted by Jan Harrison
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a 2-headed
d i n o s a u r .
Maybe you'll
get a chuckle
out of it:

www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pmj8kiN63Ic

Thanks for the great magazine! Ryan Lengyel, Middletown, PA 

Hi Mike, Wow, it is really hard to believe that another year has gone by
along with four wonderful issues of Prehistoric Times! I really look forward
to each issue and enjoy the articles and am always amazed at how many tal-
ented artists we have out there. I have enclosed my renewal and I am look-
ing forward to another year of interesting articles, dino-mite art and infor-
mative book reviews! Thank you so much for your dedication to bringing us
all the prehistoric news and art! All the best in 2014! Betsy Cotton,
Kingston, Ontario, Canada

Cretaceous Children’s  Art

Cozmir Zaborowska

Tallack Refshaw

Sophia Moreau Age 8

Mr. Wronko's students present the Cretaceous War Zone at the
Smithsonian Institution National Museum of Natural History in

Washington D.C. 

Even the envelopes sent to PT have dinosaur artwork
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Ava Moreau Age 6



1. “Dinosaur Collectibles” price guide co-written and signed by PT editor $49
2. Linde 1950s Coffee Premium plastic dinosaur figs 7 from Austria. $12ea.
3. Rare 8th Linde figure to complete above set: Rare Rhamphorhynchus $45
4. Marx orig. sm/med 50s/ 60s dinosaur toy figs (green, brown, gray) $5 
5. Marx orig. Krono, T-rex (pot-belly or slender) $39, Brontosaurus $34  
6. Marx original second series dinos/mammals $12 each, set of 8 - $79
7. Marx 45mm cavemen (6 diff) $7 ea Marx 6” cavemen (6 diff) $15 ea. 
8. Abbeon porcelain 5”dinos Ptero, Proto, Styrac, Bront, Anky, Coryth @ $49
9. Multiple (MPC) dinosaur plastic figures many colors $5-10 each (inquire) 
10. J H Miller waxy plastic nice Prehistoric cave toy $45  
11. J H Miller waxy plastic1950s Brontosaurus (perfect condition) $89
12. J H Miller waxy plastic1950s Stego, short tail $49, Woolly Rhino $59 
13. /15. J H Miller plastic 50s Mastodon short tusk $49, Triceratops short horn $49
14. Sinclair 1960s green plastic 10” brontosaur bank $24
15. Sinclair 1934 Dinosaur book $25 & Sinclair1964 Worlds Fair booklet $15
16. Sinclair 60s colorful Hardback “The Exciting World of Dinosaurs” $44
17. Sinclair hollow dinosaurs 64 NY World’s Fair dinos in several colors @$35
18. Sinclair rare hollow NY Worlds Fair Brontosaurus looking backward $69
19. Sinclair album and complete stamps set1935 $35 or 1959 $20
20. Sinclair 60s solid Worlds Fair dinos (6 diff. various prices) (bagged set $89)
21. Hollow, dimestore plastic dinos, 60s/70s six different $8 each (see photo)
22. William Otto La Brea tar pit bronze saber-toothed cat 4” figure 1960s $129
23. SRG Small metal dinosaurs pterosaur $59, T. rex, Tricer, Dimetro, Tracho, Bronto or
Stego $35 ea.    SRG Large metal Tricer, Tracho, or T. rex $69 each
24. 60’s Japan Porcelain Dimetrodon, Stego, Bronto, T-rex or Protoceratops 5” @$30
25. 1960s, salt & pepper shakers, bone china, intertwining neck Brontosaurus $39
26. Nabisco silver prehistoric mammal cereal premiums early 1960s $10 ea. All 8 $75
27. Nabisco/Fritos dinosaur premiums, gray (60s) $5 each, 1950s green & red $10 ea.
28. ROM (Royal Ontario Museum)plastic dinosaur figures. $15 ea, Pteranodon $25
29. View Master Prehistoric Animals 1960s comp. 3 reels/booklet nm $24
30. Topps complete set of 12 - 2” plastic dinosaur figures Nice! Early 90s. $25
31. Animals Of The Past Golden Stamp Book 1968 - $32
32. Teach Me About Prehistoric Animals Flash cards 1960s  $49
33. Brooke Bonde 60s dinosaur trading album w/ set of cards attached $59
34. Rare Bandai motorized Dimetrodon or Brontosaurus model kit in box @$45
35. Pyro white box MIB dinosaur model kits, Proto, Dime, Stego, Tricer, @$45
36. Lifelike Neanderthal Man plastic model kit Mint in box 70s - $45
37. Palmer 1960s Mastodon skeleton or Brontosaurus skeleton $39 each MIB  
38. Chialu T. rex figure from Italy 1950s Very rare - ankle breaks $159 
39. Marx Linemar 1960s one inch metal dinos. T. rex $24 ea.
PT back issues 23, 24, 38 - $16 32, 54, 103- $12 27, 31, 33, 41, 42, 52, 66, 74,
75, 76, 78, 82, 85, 89, 92 - 102, 104-106 only $7 each on sale (PT issue prices
include shipping)

Please add $6 shipping in U.S. • Call or e-mail me about condition.
Mike Fredericks  Prehistoric Times 

145 Bayline Cir. 
Folsom, California 95630-8077 

(916) 985-7986   pretimes@comcast.net

The PT DinoStore
Vintage dinosaur collectibles for sale from PT magazine

26. Nabisco cereal prehistoric
mammals

17. Sinclair hollow dinosaurs

28. ROM plastic dinos 7. 6 inch Marx large cavemen

15. 1934 Book

21. Sinclair 1959 Oil
dino stamps & album

39. Marx
Linemar tiny
metal T. rex

36. Lifelike
Neanderthal
man model

29. Nabisco dinos

16. Left:
Sinclair 1960s
hardback

25. 1960s salt & pepper
shakers w/ intertwined necks. 5”

long each. 29. 60s Viewmaster

37. Palmer

24. 1960s
Japan
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2&3. Linde

10. JH Miller cave

30. Topps dino set

9. MPC
Multiple dinos

21. hollow dinos

14. Sinclair banks

20. Sinclair bagged set

23. SRG

1. Collectibles
book

32. Flash cards
33. Brooke Bond

38. Chialu
T. rex

8.
Abbeon

22. Otto sabertooth

37. Palmer
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Jerry’s art for
Celestial Seasonings Tea





The animal stood at the edge of the large clearing, with its silhouette
framed by the giant conifer forest behind it. The carnivore’s glare held a
thousand eyes as the herds of the Great Plain watched for any sign of
aggression, unwilling to look away, even for a moment lest the killer strike.

For long minutes the Utahraptor, an alpha female, held the herd’s stare,
never flinching, refusing to even blink. Suddenly the herbivores explode
into violent, erratic motion as the great predator’s head erupts into a foun-
tain of blood. Limp, the powerful body slowly slumps backward, as several
strings of crimson beads and shattered skull fragments trailed the corpse to
the hard-packed earth.

The ground heaves and trembles as thousands of animals surge in panic
away from the dead predator. The nearby trees and surrounding hills echo
with their snorts and bellows as, above the din, the barely audible sound of
distant thunder echoes across the countryside.

Several members of the Utahraptor flock move out of their hiding
places to investigate their fallen leader; others find themselves trampled by
the fleeing animals. Even under the feet of their doom the vicious predators
lash out with their fearsome talons, disemboweling the herbivores, killers to
the last.

It takes the
n ow - s t a r v i n g
flock nearly a
week to reorga-
nize themselves,
and the boon of a
fresh kill is just
what they need.
After the hunters
have made a kill
and fed, they
depart to bring the
rest of the flock
back to gorge
themselves on the
kill. The young
and the old all
move about the
carcass, poking
their heads into
the large cavities
left by the earlier

feeding. Several
animals reach
into the cadaver
and pull away
chunks of meat
and, with giant,
bird-like gulps,
toss their heads
back and swal-
low the food
whole. No soon-
er does the first
of the meat dis-
appear down
their crimson-
painted snouts
than they are
back, tearing
away another
piece. Most do
not have the
chance to do
this, however, as
one by one the
young and old
alike start pitch-
ing to the
ground. Their
legs thrash at
the air, with
their large sick-
le-shaped claws
attempting to
strike out at
their invisible
attacker. 

Alarmed, the
survivors move
forward and
inspect the
ridged bodies of
the dead. All are
as stiff as a
stone with

white, blood-flecked foam crusting the sides of their mouths and nostrils.

The hunters sniff the corpses and then move across and sniff their kill.
On both there is an odor they have never encountered before, one that was
not there when they’d left the kill, one they will be wary of in the future!

The flock hides amongst the trees, watching the distant waterhole. About
them moves an agitated, confused, wary family of ankylosaurs pushing and
shoving at each other, the air thick with dust kicked up by their stamping

by Phil Hore
kimba18@gmail.com

© Luis Rey 
www.luisrey.ndtilda.co.uk

© Jacek Major

UTAHRAPTORUTAHRAPTOR

© Elliott Smith

© Luis Rey 
www.luisrey.ndtilda.co.uk
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feet. The source of this distress is obvious, a young ankylosaur splashing
about on the edge of the large pond is bleating in distress as it tries to free
its leg ensnared by something hidden under the water.

Several of the juvenile Utahraptors race out of cover and sprint toward
the water. These animals are hungry, and though the pack had come across
several fresh kills lately, all had that strange odor to them.

With a mighty lunge the first predator leaps from the bank and onto the
herbivore. The ankylosaur, even though much larger than the Utahraptor,
collapses under the weight of its snarling attacker. The theropod holds onto
its victim with powerful arms and kicks with one of its large feet, so that
the enormous claw on its inner toe slips between the beast’s armored hide
and punctures the skin. Seconds later two more predators arrive and join in
the kill. 

Amongst all the carnage and splashing water a thin line catches the sun.
One end is snared around the young herbivore’s leg; the other is entwined
around an old tree stump off to the side of the struggling combatants. When
it’s clear that the rest of the flock is not going to move forward, the tree
stump suddenly splinters into a huge fireball. 

Having numbered over twenty-five individuals and dominated the region

for some time, the last six
Utahraptors are all that’s left of the
Great Plains flock.

Once they were gone there would be
no more predators in such numbers in
this area for quite some time. 

The survivors had again come
across numerous suspicious-looking
meals and were smart and wary
enough not to stop and feed. More
secure in hunting their own food, they
now were approaching a small herd of
Cedarosaurus. The adult sauropods
were too large for even these vicious
predators, but the much smaller juve-
niles were in real danger.  

As they begin stalking forward, the
rearmost animal’s head explodes as a
loud clap of thunder splits the air.

When the nearest Utahraptor tries to move away, its chest erupts in a crim-
son fountain. 

Behind the last of the fleeing survivors, on top of a small hill overlooking
the scene, moves the figure of a small animal. It moves to a better position
where it can see the fleeing survivors, lowers itself onto one knee, and rais-

es something to
its shoulder. This
suddenly spasms
and bucks half a
dozen times,
coughing fire
and smoke. The
small animal
then stands and
watches as the
last of the Great
Plains flock
slams into the
earth, dead.

The gate to the
c o m p o u n d
swings open, and
a large jeep slips
quietly through,
with its engine
hardly making a
sound as it
snakes its way up
to the main house
that dominates
the compound. 

Out of this

© Jorge Blanco

© Jared B McGowan
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© Jacek Major

© Steve Kieffer   from “Dinosaurs - An Illustrated Guide”, written and
illustrated by Steve Kieffer (available on Amazon.com)

© Heidi Richter

© Bethany VanHouten



house walks an
elderly woman, her
skin tight and
brown from the
harsh weather and
the punishing sun.
She raises a well-
callused hand to
shield her eyes
from the glary day
as she attempts to
see who’s at the
wheel. Catching a
glimpse of the dri-
ver, she moves to
the side of the
truck as it pulls up. 

“Two weeks!”
she yells at the dri-
ver. “Two weeks to do a simple job?”

A sun-tanned figure slides from behind the steering wheel. He’s tall and
well muscled, and his “jelly bean” fatigues are dirty, showing the miles he’d
recently traveled. He looks at the woman with piercing blue eyes that never
once waver from the woman’s accusing look.

“You don’t mess around with these animals—they’re far too dangerous
for that—and you do
not rush the job; oth-
erwise you may miss
one, and that’s not
what you’re paying me
for, Mrs. Carmichael.
They’re all dead, and
you should not have
any problems with
your herds from now
on, so shut up and pay
me!”

Mrs. Carmichael
looks like she may
argue for a minute but
finally decides against
it. “O.K. If you’ll just
step in the house, I'll
get your money, and I
dare say you could use
a cold drink and a
shower.”

For the first time

since his arrival the hunter
smiles. Mrs. Carmichael
notices that when he did so
his eyes sparkled even more,
if that were possible. 

“For that, ma’am, I would
be eternally graceful!” And
with that he took off his hat
and swatted it against his
thigh, causing dust to fly
everywhere. “I think I could
certainly use both!”

Mrs. Carmichael opens the
door while uttering, “And as
I'm paying you, perhaps you

could tell me how you disposed of the flock.”

Just before passing through the door, the hunter stops and turns around
looking over the Great Plain outside the compound’s walls. In the distance
he could see a large herd of iguanodons moving to the north, and about

their heads buzzed several
helicopters, corralling
them to a new pasture. In a
future where the environ-
ment had crashed, these
herds were possibly the
only chance for the starv-
ing human race. Turning
back to Mrs. Carmichael,
he replied, “It was pretty
easy actually. Just had to
use the ol’ noggin!” He
smiles as he taps the side
of his head with a forefin-
ger as both move out of the
Cretaceous heat and into
the air-conditioned com-
fort of the twenty-third
century.

NOTE: I read a Jurassic
Park comic which began
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with a jaguar stalking through the for-
est, only to get torn apart by a raptor. I
couldn't help but think 'Hey, tough as
they are, they're just big birds, and I
don't care how big a bird is, compared
to a jaguar there would be no competi-
tion'. With the above story I just want-
ed to remind everyone just who the
greatest predator in history is!

Spock lowered meaningfully.
“Raptors, sir. Generally accepted as
the most viciously efficient of prehis-
toric hunters on land. I’m reading over a hundred of them.”

When researching Utahraptor, the last place I expected to find them was
gracing the pages of a Star Trek novel. The book had been penned by Diane
Carey and one Dr. James I. Kirkland, and the good doctor also penned the
foreword in which he described the discovery of Utahraptor and how this
led to his partnership in writing the book. I’m highlighting this since
Prehistoric Times is about collecting, and I’m sure some of you out there
will likely now be thinking about getting yourself a copy of the book. This
wasn’t the only novel to contain Utahraptor either, as the star of Dr. Robert
Bakker’s novel, Raptor Red, was a female looking to reconnect with her
absent family.

The name
“raptor” obvi-
ously was made
famous by
1993’s Jurassic
Park, and as
I’m sure we all
know, the
Velociraptors
in the film were
in life far
smaller than
their on-screen
counterpar ts.
Step in Dr.
Kirkland and
his team who,
at the very time raptors were
tearing up cinemas across the
world, found an amazing rap-
tor that was far larger.

Utahraptor (Utah’s preda-
tor) was a whopping 23-foot-
long dromaeosaur and around
1,000 lbs in weight of the
Early Cretaceous. It’s often
compared to a grizzly bear in
size, but personally I find this
inaccurate: Utahraptor was
more like a crocodile with the
agility of a tiger! It also had a
claw on its second toe just shy
of 10 inches long. This wasn’t
a knife-like weapon; this was a razor-sharp sledgehammer that the predator
could use to punch through even the toughest hide. 

Although there are other raptors (dromaeosaurs) from the USA, one of
the closest related species was likely Mongolia’s Achillobator. Only slight-
ly smaller than Utahraptor, the Mongolian species was unusual because it
took its Russian discoverers nearly a decade to officially describe their find.
The problem is that this species has some very unusual features that suggest
it may not even be a raptor but a chimera, a skeleton that’s been made up

from several different
species.

A l t h o u g h
Utahraptor fossils
have been found as
early as 1975, it wasn’t
until the early 1990s
when Dr. Kirkland was
shown a quarry and
while looking for anky-
losaurs found recogniz-
able parts of a very large dromaeosaur. These fossils included an enormous
claw, giving the first hint that raptors were once much, much larger, even
larger than Steven Spielberg’s monsters in JP. The odd thing was they were
also older, dating back 124 My. 

I always heard that the name was originally going to be U. spielbergi to
kind of thumb a nose at the inaccuracy of JP’s raptors, but it would seem this
is wrong…partly. The species was supposed to be named that but for a dona-
tion to a dig à la Hammond and Grant in the movie. When a number could-
n’t be agreed upon, the deal fell through, and the species was named U.
ostrommaysorum after John Ostrom, the man it could be argued began this
golden age of paleontology with his discovery of the “raptor” Deinonychus.

Although fossils have been rare, the future for the species looks bright
b e c a u s e
recent dis-
c o v e r i e s
hint we are

about to learn a lot more. Mr. Utahraptor (or should that be
Dr. Utahraptor), Dr. Kirkland, sent the following when he
heard about Utahraptor being our featured dinosaur in this
issue, and I feel it’s only right the last word about this amaz-
ing beast fall to him: 

“The new Utahraptor site (Stikes Quarry) has been hypothesized as
being a large de-watering feature (quicksand) that trapped a large number of
Utahraptors going after a stuck prey item; the iguanodontian Hippodraco.
Were the Utahraptors a family group(s) or packs or just random individu-
als trapped in the sandy goo? The preservation is extraordinarily good as
what killed them buried them. Once we get the block collected we will be
able to test these hypotheses and examine the growth history of Utahraptor
in extraordinary detail.” 
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Dromaeosaurids revisited

Our illustrious editor wanted me to write about Utahraptor for this
issue, but the problem is that there isn’t that much currently known about
that oversized dromaeosaur. What is known is just bits and pieces (Figure
1). However, Jim Kirkland is uncovering a family of utahraptors and has
commented on that find in this very issue. 

I’ve been writing for Prehistoric Times for 16 years, and my third article
was about dromaeosaurids, and for this issue I’ll be updating that article.
One of the things that many artists get wrong is the position of the hands
when the arms were at rest. Birds fold their wings by use of their wrist
bones, which are called semilunate carpals. Dromaeosaurids and, for that
matter, maniraptorians in general also had semilunate carpals, which
allowed them to fold their arms (wings) in a similar fashion, that is, with
their palms facing one another. At the time of the original writing only dro-
maeosaurids were believed to have done this. However, now it’s believed
nearly all theropods were capable of having their palms face each other
(Figure 2). The shape of the semilunate carpal turns the wrist down and
toward the body. Why the semilunate carpal? Was it a
holdover from a more avian ancestry? Was it a “flap-
ping” motion evolving into a hunting-grasping-strik-
ing motion, or a hunting-grasping-striking motion
evolving into a “flapping” motion? Or is it just con-
vergent evolution? This is a hotly debated topic and
one that I will not get into here (but just for the
record, I favor the more avian ancestry). The semilu-
nate carpal isn’t the only element that folded the arm
like that of a bird; the humerus, scapula, coracoid ,
and others all helped to fold the arm. I’m not sure just
how far the wrist could fold, but I believe it was less
than that in extant birds. This also would mean the
claws are facing toward the opposite palm, though the
claws may have also been able to twist sideways (so
that the complete claw could be seen from the side),

or perhaps it could
twist completely in
the opposite direc-
tion because I’ve
seen specimens with
the claws facing
both ways.  

An easy way to
demonstrate the dif-
ferences in the way
the palms are held is
to hold your arm out
with your hand hori-
zontally. Now relax
your hand. You’ll
find your hand
drops with your
palm toward your
arm. Now to simu-
late those with

s e m i l u n a t e
carpals, hold
your arm out and
twist your wrist
so that your palm
now faces verti-
cal (if you’re
using both arms,
your palms will
be facing each
other). Now the
hard part—turn
your wrist as far
as you can with
your fingers fac-
ing the ground in
the same plane
as the forearm,
all the while
keeping your
palms facing
each other.
Dromaeosaurids
and their rela-
tives could twist
their hands fur-

ther and birds much further. Kevin
Padian demonstrated this beautifully at
a Short Course at the Paleontology
Symposium in 1989. Kevin went on to
demonstrate a complete strike. This
was pure speculation but was very well
demonstrated. From a folded wing, he
raised his elbows slightly up and for-
ward, all the while unfolding the wing
forward (to a more horizontal position
without raising the arm above the back
with the palms moving from facing
each other to a more horizontal posi-
tion. As he extended and unfolded the
wing forward in the horizontal plane
and once the wrists were extended for-
ward of his chest, he quickly lowered
his arms/wings simultaneously, and
with a flick of this wrists he, the dro-
maeosaurid, could catch its prey. I
believe he suggested that this may have

been reminiscent of a flapping motion (Figure 3).

Back when I wrote the original article, feathered dinosaurs weren’t
known, only speculated upon. No Sinosauropteryx, Caudipteryx, micro-
raptorids, Anchiornis, and so forth. Therefore only a few artists put feath-
ers on dromaeosaurids; first Bakker, Paul, Peters, and Hallett and then,
when the feathered dinosaurs were found, others joined in. Today, in my
opinion, too many are putting feathers on just about all the dinosaurs, but
I’ll reserve that discussion for a later date. 

Not only were many feathered, several have also been found with true
asymmetrical flight feathers, and some had flight feathers on their legs.
Even though we know the bodies were feathered, those feathers are not like
the contour feathers of extant birds but were from short to long, lacked barbs
and barbules, and looked more like mammalian hair. This is true for early
birds also. Some call these feathers “protofeathers.” These feathers start just
before the eyes and extend down to the tip of the tail and all four limbs and
are known from the earliest “feathered” theropods (Anchiornis) to the late
Cretaceous (ornithomimids from Canada). We can extrapolate that all dro-
maeosaurs (and the majority of maniraptorians, it not all) were feathered
(that is, had body feathers), but what about the wing? In some birds the ulna

Ho w  t o  D ra w  H o w  to  D r a w  DD ii nn oo ss aa uu rr ss
By Tracy Lee Ford     Dino.Hunter@cox.net  

Figure 1. Utahraptor elements. A, Second killer
claw. B and C, Manus claws. D, Lachrymal. E,
Premaxilla. F, Caudal vertebra. G, Tibia. (After
Kirkland, Gaston, and Burge 1993.)

Figure 2. Correct and incorrect hands and humeri.
A, Incorrect hand. B, Correct hand. C, Front view of
hands. D, Incorrect humerus.

Figure 3. Flapping-hunting cycle of the front limb
of Deinonychus based on Padian’s demonstration
(1989). A, Dorsal. B, Lateral. C, Front view.
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has small bumps
(knobs) indicating
where the feathers
would attach. There is
only one dro-
maeosaurid that I know
of (a Velociraptor) that
had the quill knobs. The
feathers start at the sec-
ond wing finger, the
wrists, and the back
edge of the ulna and
humerus. We know that
the flying dro-
maeosaurids had asym-
metrical wing feathers,
and there is the possi-
bility that other dro-
maeosaurids also had
some type of wing
feathers, but we don’t
know how large those
feathers were.

All vertebrates that
fly have a bent elbow:
pterosaurs, bats, birds, and I believe also the “flying”  dromaeosaurids-
maniraptorians. The “skin” in front of the bent elbow extends from the wrist

to the shoulder and is called the “propatagium.” In bats this is
covered by skin, but in pterosaurs the skin was attached to the
pteroid (a specialized wrist bone), which I believe helped estab-
lish the aerodynamics in front of the elbow, and in birds a tendon
stretches across the wing. The earliest bird with a propatagium is
Archaeopteryx (Martin and Lim 2005, though they called it the
“prepatagium”). Dave Peters is the first person, I believe, to sug-
gest that dromaeosaurids had a propatagium in 1989 (Figure 4);
however, no one believed him, even me at the time. But could he
be right? Since dromaeosaurids are believed to be closely relat-
ed to birds and since some did fly or glide (microraptors), could
a propatagium be found in all dromaeosaurids? Was it actually an
early development of the wing? Why a bent elbow when flying?
Could it allow for a more powerful wing stroke and wing surface
area? Could a bent elbow with more surface area allow for a
more powerful stroke to catch prey? Was it for flight or prey cap-
ture? This is all speculation, but I believe it should be looked
into. 

The type specimen of Deinonychus had a large “sickle” toe
claw with an almost short semicircle in shape. It was extrapolat-
ed that all Deinonychus had a similar-shaped claw, but newer
specimens show that they had a claw with much less of a curve,
a characteristic more typical of the family Dromaeosauridae
(Figure 5). Something people forget is that the hand claws are as

large or
nearly as
large as the
large killer
claw. Also,
when we
add the
k e r a t i n
covering,
the claw
w o u l d
actually be
a third

larger. Therefore there are eight large claws coming at its prey, not just two.

And one last comment on the skeletal drawing of theropods and birds in
general. I’ve noticed that sometimes the humerus is drawn upside down
when the arm is folded against the body. The large “bump,” or deltopectoral
crest, should be facing down when the arm is folded. Gauthier and Padian
(1985) have the humerus of Deinonychus this way. When the arm is lifted
above the body, as in flapping, the crest would be facing upward. I’ve seen
the upside-down humerus on an early Ichthyornis figure in the toothed-bird
monograph by Marsh 1881 (this illustration may have been used earlier).
The arm rotates (I may be wrong on this; if so, anyone who knows the flap
cycle of birds can contact me and I will write a retraction in a forthcoming
article), and so this can happen when flapping. On the DML (Dinosaur
Mailing List) Greg Paul posted that the humerus does a strange dislocation
to put the deltopectoral dorsally. I asked Alan Feduccia about this, and he
said he doesn’t know what Paul is referring to. So, for now I’ll stand with
my original statement (Figure 2). 

In conclusion (Figure 6), when one is feathering a nonavian dinosaur and
primitive avian dinosaurs, body feathers should look more like mammalian
hair. Although this is speculation, perhaps put a propatagium on the fore-
limb. The claws on digits I and II of the hand were as large as the killer foot
claw, with the claw on digit III being smaller; also all the claws had a long
horny sheath. Dromaeosaurids from small pigeon-sized microraptors to
those like Utahraptor, the size of a small Allosaurus, would have folded
their forelimbs like those of a bird; they had large hand and killer claws and,
using a flapping motion (similar to what Dr. Padian demonstrated) for prey
capture and defense, would have made dromaeosaurids a very formidable
predator.

Please check out www.dinohunter.info and www.paleofile.com.

Figure 4.Wings of flying tetrapods showing the
propatagium. A, Pterosaur. B, Bat. C, Bird. D, Microraptor.
E, David Peters’s original illustration of dromaeosaurids
with a propatagium (Gallery of Dinosaurs, 1989).

Figure 5. Claws of Deinonychus (without keratin cover-
ing). A, Claw from type YPM 5205. B, Claw from MCZ 4371.

Figure 6. A, The original illustration of Deinonychus. B, New recon-
struction, based on current research.

Utahraptor skeletons
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Jurassic Dinosaur Bones & Teeth
Private Land (WY, USA) - Certificates of

Authenticity
(e) Terry@ PaleoGallery.com

Camarasaurus radius

Camptosaurus toe

Torvosaurus tooth

Allosaurus humerus
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Camptosaurus femur

Apatosaurus
caudal

Diplodocus foot

Allosaurus tooth

Dryosaurus femur

Camarasaurus jaw

Diplodocus metatarsal
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By Randy Knol
rsknol@aol.com 

www.dinosaurcollector.150m.com

Safari Ltd’s Wild Safari 2013 line is the prod-
uct of a long journey. The Wild Safari figure line
started in 1996, three years after the first Jurassic
Park (JP) movie. The original intent was to offer
retailers a lower end medium sized product priced
competitively to similar Jasman, Play Vision,
AAA or UKRD figures from China that flooded
the market during the initial JP dinosaur craze.
Safari Ltd’s Carnegie Museum line was the flag-
ship and main seller with Wild Safari and the Habitat figures intended to
provide retailers with a wider price range for shoppers. As the line matured,
Safari Ltd took direct control and developed its own original Paleo art style.
The 2013 release is pure Wild Safari.
Gryposaurus is my favorite of the new offerings for 2013. The Hooked
Nose Lizard, along with its close relative Kritosaurus, were widespread in
North America.   Fossils discovered include some good quality skin impres-
sions. The Wild Safari model has captured the different types of scales.
There are pyramidal ridges from the neck to the tail and triangular dorsal
projections found along the top of the back in a single midline row.  This is
a modern analogue to the Marx Hadrosaurus and Trachodon figures of the

1950’s. The per-
ceived lack of dis-

tinctive features has
made it too challeng-
ing for most toy
makers to make
interesting. Wild
Safari overcame this
challenge by finding
the distinctive fea-
tures, and has created
a figure that brings
out the detailed skin, the well-developed padded
hoof of the forelimb and the detailed display of
the Roman nose. The coloring is realistic while
eye catching, using blue for the upper body and
the eyes. The highlights bring out the details of
the feet, scales and head while offering the
opportunity for custom painting.

Diabloceratops gets my vote for the
most popular newly discovered species
(soon to be featured in PT). A relative of
Styracosaurus, it was excavated in 2002
and formally named in 2010.  Everyone
seems to be captivated with the complex
and extravagant set of horns on this animal.
The skin is detailed with a complex range
of scale sizes. The skull is the only part

known and it displays a parade of horns. The snout has a ridge of proto
horns presaging the later Pachyrhinosaurus.  The eye horns are medium
size and flare back and out. The crest has two spikes similar to

Einiosaurus. The effect is one of display rather than
armament. The detailed hooked beak is an alternative
potential weapon. The red eyes are diabolic as are the red
displays on the crest that stand out against the charcoal
base coloring. This figure begs to be picked up and
added to your collection.
Dimorphodon was an early Jurassic
Rhamphorhynchoid pterosaur. It was tailed like another
Wild Safari pterosaur Rhamphorhynchus.  There have
been a few obscure metal reproductions but for main-
stream toys this is a unique figure. The torso is covered
with a fur like down and the wings hint at the fibers used
to strengthen the wings. The skull is like a modern puf-
fin with seven large fangs in front followed by smaller
teeth and is attached to a short strong neck. The long tail
has been reconstructed with a triangular vane at the end

and there is a cruropatagium, a membrane connecting the legs. Both struc-
tures are found in the soft tissue of relatives. The large scale has allowed for
detailing, and a figure that young hands will be comfortable playing with. 
Gastornis, also known as Diatryma, is the uncontested most popular

Paleocene big bird since MPC first produced a toy version in the 60s. It is
also practically the only toy figure made for that period. The lack of large
carnivorous mammals has made it the plausible candidate for apex predator.
This now seems unlikely based on the recent bone analysis of the calcium
isotopes which shows it was eating plants instead of meat. The model is
large headed, has diminutive wings, robust legs and feathers in the style of
modern flightless birds. The plumage is gray, the head yellow and
Cassowary blue.   This is a convincing restoration of a classic toy that
endears Safari Ltd to the veteran collectors.
Elasmosaurus is the most popular plesiosaur figure in spite of its scrap-

py fossils. The Wild Safari figure has been hailed on the internet as the
most accurate reconstruction to date. Its skin is portrayed smooth and
streamlined, a plausible extrapolation. The skull is reconstructed in fasci-
nating detail. The eyes are on the top of the head, as are the nostrils.  The
mouth is a forest of teeth at the end of a serpentine neck.  The effect gives
us a vision of how this unique marine predator lay in wait for its prey.      

For 2014, Wild Safari is releasing Monolophosaurus, Suchiomimus,
Pachyrhinosaurus and Megalodon. Wild Safari’s goal is to produce toys
that are educational and collectable and it looks successful to me.

This summer I taught “Dinosaur and Diorama” classes for the
Smithsonian Association Summer camp program.  We used  games and
painting as teaching tools.  There are a fair range of board games, mostly

from Europe, that were used. Trias for plate
tectonics or Triassic Terror for periods and
environment.  They all use uninspired wood-
en markers but using the Safari Ltd Good
Luck Mini figures and other Safari Ltd fig-
ures instead improved the interest and moti-
vation of the students. They are an over
looked resource.  We were able to obtain
from the CollectA company “paint your
own” versions of their  Alioramus and
Tyrannosaurus figures.  Having large
detailed models to paint gave scope to a
range of lessons.  The kids and parents were
very enthusiastic and CollectA has anoth-
er potential market. 

CollectA re-released their popular
series Oviraptor. The major change has
been the addition of a base for stability. It
compares well with the Kaiyodo UHA
model. The display feathers are on the tail
fan and forearms starting at the third claw,
which is a nice detail. The torso is covered

Randy’s Dinosaur Gamers
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with the suggestion of down. The base allows for slender
bird-like legs. The head crest is blue and when you look
in the mouth there are bones below the jaw from the
palate; a distinct feature. I would suggest painting it
something other than pink. The addition of a base is often
considered antithetical by collectors but it allows for the
slender legs and feet they look for in collectables.
CollectA has integrated the bases of their plants and
group figures, and I agree with their decision to do the
same with the Oviraptor. Capitalizing on the positive
reception of last year’s Triceratops corpse, CollectA will
release a late release of a dead Stegosaurus.  Another late

release is the
D e l u x e
Ichthyovenator,
a spinosaurid
t h e r o p o d
dinosaur from
the Early
Cretaceous. 

Schleich
released a new Styracosaurus for
2013. The design is in the style of
the Replica Saurus 2002 figure.
The figure is fat bodied with broad

frill covered with an epidemic of spikes.
There is more color than on the original fig-
ure so it is more child friendly. This was not
a very successful figure in 2002 and retired
quickly.  It might have been better to try a
new design template. This is a figure for
Schleich Collectors or preschoolers; the
CollectA Styracosaurus remains the stan-

dard for serious reconstructions.     
Papo of France seems to create

high quality movie monsters in a
prehistoric context. This year’s
Carnotaurus is an intensely
detailed scary monster. It reminds
me of the Terra Nova TV show
Carnotaurus in coloring and pos-
ture. It is a good posture where
realistic new theropod postures are
a constant problem from design-
ers. On the blogs, new releases are
constantly “dissed” for having the
same posture as some other figure.
This figure has a number of errors
in reconstruction but is the best
figure produced by Papo. If you
want accuracy with quality, the
Carnegie Safari figure is the
unchallenged choice but, for a
scary monster that looks like a

dinosaur, this is a good buy.

New Wild Safari
2013

New collectA T. rex, Oviraptor & Alioramus
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RIGHT :
Tsingtaosaurus figure

from the Basel
Museum in

Switzerland. Black
plastic and about 7.5
inches long with no
markings. Tough to
find. Expect to pay

$100+ from a dealer.

LEFT: Stegosaurus dinosaur metal bank inscribed
by the artist “Nelles ‘79” on the tail.

ABOVE: A factory built and painted store display of the
Brontosaurus skeletal model kit by ITC (Ideal Toy Co)
from around 1960. Model kit companies like ITC,

Aurora and others hired professional artists using air-
brushes (something no kid could afford) to create beauti-
ful looking display pieces that every child had to have.    
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BELOW: Dinosaur collector extraordi-
naire Jeff Quinn of Connecticut sent us
these great images of dinosaurs from an

old pencil case.

BELOW: Sinclair Oil was proud of their “Dino” the
Brontosaurus mascot to promote their fossil fuels in the

1960s. More commonly seen as a child’s bank, here
Sinclair’s 8” metal dinosaur was attached to a pen holder

desk set, minus the open coin slot on its back.

RIGHT: “Prehistoric Animals 3 Dimensional Plastic
Cutout Standups” by Aldon Industries Inc. of New York,
49 cents. As the title says, this large two foot sheet of
vacuum formed plastic figures could be cut out and then
have their stands bent to stand-up. The artwork of some
of these prehistoric animals is pretty familiar (Zallinger,
Knight). It’s incredibly rare to find an old 1950s/60s

item still sealed like this.

ABOVE: Mold-A-Rama machine toy from
Tampa's Lowry Park Zoo. A limited edition to
accompany the Dinosaur exhibit that ran there

this summer. Also available were a
Brontosaurus and modern animals. Not a vin-
tage collectible but the idea is. Sinclair Oil

had Mold-A-Rama machines at the 1964 New
York World’s Fair in which a waxy plastic
dinosaur would form before your eyes for

only a quarter.







On the RoadOn the Road
by Larry Blincoeby Larry Blincoe

This big sprawling country has always
had a love affair with the automobile. Cars
provide us with unprecedented mobility, but
they are also extensions of our own individ-
ualism and symbols of our yearning to
explore.  During the 1960s there was a phe-
nomena known as the “car culture”.  Big
fins, Hurst 4 on the floor shifters, 409 cubic
inch engines with Holley carbs or Bosch
fuel injection - these things powered the
imagination of an entire generation of
Americans growing up in the 1950s and
60s. In our customized rods we first learned
the thrill of acceleration, speed, and control
as we burned up the quarter mile or mas-
tered the turns of a local country road. But
aside from the simple thrill of controlled
motion, cars were a symbol of our freedom,
a way to explore mysteries and adventures
that awaited us at the other end of the high-
way….they were our ticket to America.  

In 1957 Jack Kerouac gave us an exis-
tential hip-fest journey across the entire
country in his Beat Generation classic “On
the Road”.  In the early 1960s Tod Stiles and Buz Murdock welcomed us
weekly as they explored America in their corvette down Route 66 on net-
work TV. We were a country on the move, piling up mileage with every
vacation, exploring wonders and sites we had only seen in postcards or on
TV.  But of course, every traveler wants a souvenir, so an entire industry of
customized knick-knacks and trifle became available at roadside attractions
advertised with oversized caricatures of American Indians, cowboys, the-
matic animals, and prehistoric beasts.

This will be the first installment of an occasional feature of indeterminate
longevity, documenting the prehistoric themed treasures to be found in road-
side attractions across the country.  We’re off to explore the soft white under-
belly of American culture – that place where Elvis resides on velvet, where
card playing dogs have a place of honor in a frame over the fireplace, where
tiny worlds exist in artificial snowstorms, where ashtrays are truly hideous,
and yet, we can’t look away. It’s a world where acquiring kitsch is the only
acceptable excuse for ownership, and it’s a place where dinosaurs abound.

So let’s put down the top of our 1961 Corvette convertible and hit the road
with Jack, Tod, and Buz, and see what we find down that stretch of asphalt
marked Route 66. Up ahead we see a figure hitchhiking. Were already
crowded, but what the heck, we stop anyway.  He says his name is Jack Arata
and he’s looking for dinosaurs. We tell him, so are we. He says he has no
money for gas, but he knows his roadside attractions and will be happy to
serve as our guide. We welcome him aboard. And so we put the Corvette
into 1st gear, pop the clutch and lay a little rubber while our big throaty 283
cubic inch engine growls its approval. We’re moving fast now and we’re
headed west towards the setting sun. Who knows what we will find? 

This first installment features that most iconic of tacky roadside treasures
– the ubiquitous snowglobe. Snow globes have been around in many forms
since the 19th century, but the versions we are seeking evolved during the
1950s from their glass and crystal predecessors into tiny plastic domes con-
taining crude flat 2-Dimensional representations that symbolized the desti-
nation where they were sold. Typically, they also contained a small placard
naming that destination, so you would be forever reminded of where this
strange little chunk of plastic came from. 

Up ahead is our first stop. It’s the little
town of Rocky Hill Connecticut and its
place on the map is marked with a three-
toed image representing the early Jurassic
dinosaurs that once roamed its swamps and
floodplains.   These tracks are exhibited in
Dinosaur State Park. The park features a
large dome covering an extensive series of
dinosaur trackways, a series of nature trails,
and an extensive Arboretum dedicated to
exhibiting dozens of plant and tree speci-
mens that thrived during the Mesozoic era.
We enter the covered dome to observe the
ancient trackways, imagining the crested
Dilophosaur that once stalked this site in
search of prey, leaving behind timeless evi-
dence of its passing. Are some of the tracks
from its prey? Are we viewing evidence of
a dramatic life and death conflict, or was
this just a leisurely stroll? Outside it’s a
beautiful day, so we wonder the hiking
trails and walk through the Arboretum,
admiring the genetic stamina of plant
species whose progenitors shared a world
with creatures long extinct. Eventually we
make our way to the gift store. We’ve many
stops ahead of us, so what we need is some-
thing that sums up the experience in a
small concise way.  It doesn’t take long to
find it – a two inch plastic snowdome.
Inside it, we find a small bipedal dinosaur
walking past a thick forest of diverse plant

life – the perfect evocation of the trackways and Mesozoic Arboretum of
Dinosaur State Park. A placard at the front states “Dinosaur State Park,
Rocky Hill Conn.” We stop at a local hardware store and pick up some dou-
ble stick masking tape, and mount the snowdome on top of our dashboard.  

But it’s getting late and it’s time to hit the road. Our next stop is Chicago,
and the Field Museum of Natural History. Our predatory corvette growls
impatiently as it crawls through the endless jam of slow moving vehicles
that wind their way through the heart of the city. “They are all just mindless
herd beasts” it thinks to itself, “and if they don’t get out of my way, I’m
going to eat one.” We finally arrive at the Field Museum located on the
shores of Lake Michigan. This will be a real treat because the Field contains
two of the most iconic dinosaur exhibits in the world. The first is right there
in the main rotunda. Mounted in a modern stalking pose, Sue the largest and
most complete T-rex ever found, dominates the hall and serves as a modern
symbol for the Field. But, it’s upstairs in the Hall of Dinosaurs that the real
reason for this stop is found. In 1930 the Field commissioned Charles
Knight to paint near life size murals to decorate its dinosaur exhibit. The
result was a series of imaginative but lifelike paintings that have been
prominently featured in books ever since, and influenced multiple genera-
tions’ views of what prehistoric life was like. As we enter the hall we see
them mounted above the various exhibits. All are fascinating, but one imme-
diately draws the eye. On a verdant plain a mighty T-rex stalks a
Triceratops who seems ready to give as well as he gets. Although conceived
at a time when dinosaurs were thought of as tail draggers, this fleet, muscu-
lar rex is posed aggressively, carrying its tail above ground as a counterbal-
ance to its upper torso and massive head. This is possibly the most famous
dinosaur painting in the world, evoking our earliest memories of wonder at
a time long lost. Later in the museum shop, we consider the possibilities. So
what’s it gonna be then, eh? What memory do we most want to bring home
from this paleo shrine? Scanning the shelves, the perfect souvenir shines in
a corner. It’s another snowdome, but this time the world inside is a recre-
ation of that most famous Charles Knight mural. We watch as the T-rex and
Triceratops approach each other, anticipating the battle of giants to come.
In the background is the same grassy plain, with primitive palm trees
impinging from either side – just as Knight had imagined it. The placard
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reads “Field Museum of Natural History.
The shaken snow simulates the climatic
repercussions of the Cretaceous extinction
event that ended the reign of these giants, as
if their final battle was played out even as
their world came to an end. We are not wor-
thy.          

A trip to Chicago without stopping for
pizza is a lost opportunity, so we chow down
at a local pizza place before bedding down
for the night in a roadside motel. We are up
at dawn. This day will offer some serious
driving, and give our corvette a chance to
test the muscle beneath its hood. We are
headed now for the real west – the big sky
country where dirt looks like rainbows. Our
destination is the little town of Vernal Utah,
just across the northwestern border of
Colorado. Vernal exists to exploit the
tourists who are drawn to Dinosaur National
Monument which is most known for its
famous “wall of bones” contained inside a
Jetsons inspired building that serves both to
protect the quarry and to house a small
museum. This uplifted wall of Jurassic sed-
iment contains full and partial skeletons of
hundreds of dinosaurs whose remains were
washed onto a sand bar over 150 million
years ago. It was originally the source for
many early dinosaur skeletons excavated by
Earl Douglas for the Carnegie museum shortly after the turn of the 20th cen-
tury. Now its wall stands as a fascinating exhibit in itself. We view the quar-
ry wall and tour the museum. But, DNM is set in a beautiful desert land-
scape and this draws us to the park itself. We hike the exotic Jurassic cliffs
that rise above the Green River, down trails with rock faces marked by
Indian petroglyphs of lizards and gods.   High above the river we find a
small group of highly polished stones eroding from a cliff face. Could these
be gastroliths, the stones that sauropods swallowed to help digest the tons of
vegetation they consumed? They look identical to those on display in the
museum. Looking closer we spy small pieces of fossilized bone that have
chipped and weathered in the hot desert landscape, further evidence of the
giants that once roamed here. But, the desert heat begins to take its toll so
we return to the river for a refreshing swim before moving on. Later, driving
away from the park we come upon a rock shop and stop for some souvenir
shopping. Minutes later, we emerge with our triumphant find, a Dinosaur
National Monument snowdome featuring a Stegosaurus, an Allosaurus,
and a Triceratops set in a sandstone wall with rugged desert cliffs and high
mountains in the background. The animals are depicted in full living form
rather than as articulated skeletons.  As dinophiles we immediately note that
there were no Triceratops living during the Jurassic era, but we forgive this
paleontology faux pas and add it to our growing dashboard collection. 

Leaving the park, we drive back through Vernal. Dinosaur motifs are
everywhere. Up ahead, we spy large dinosaur statues spread over a small
park-like area outside the Utah Field House of Natural History. The Utah
Field House contains a small but impressive display of fossils and artifacts
representing the prehistoric life that roamed the area, but the best reason to
stop here are an extensive collection of paintings of prehistoric life by
Ernest Untermann. In contrast to the realism that dominates most recre-
ations of prehistoric life, Untermann’s stylistic renditions of life through the
ages seem almost impressionistic. We wonder to ourselves how such unique
works could be so little known. Outside, we wander through the life size
recreations of prehistoric life in the aptly named “Dinosaur Gardens”. As we
leave the exhibit, we notice the Dinosaur Motel and Gift Shop a few short
blocks away. It is advertised with an appropriately tacky 20 foot bron-
tosaurus sign by the roadway, so we decide to explore further. Our curiosity
is rewarded with another rare find – a Dinosaur Gardens snowdome featur-

ing a green sauropod grazing in front of
rugged cliffs and sparse trees.

Turning North, we cruise through the
badlands of South Dakota and then up to
the plains of Alberta where we tour the
Mesozoic canyons of Drumheller and the
dinosaur park of St. Georges Island near
Calgary.  Along the way we stop at numer-
ous rock shops and souvenir stands, ever
watchful for our elusive quarry.  Slowly,
our hoard grows, until one day we find
ourselves cruising along the Pacific Coast
highway, with the setting sun over the
Pacific Ocean.  

Cruising into LA we close in on our
final destination – the La Brea Tar Pits. In
the center of downtown LA this world
famous site has been preserved as a
sprawling park and museum complex. We
walk the circuitous path that takes us by
oily gaseous pools, now enhanced by life-
size sculptures of trapped Pleistocene
mammals.   We follow the trail past
ancient dried up pools that are under exca-
vation, still yielding new finds over 100
years after the site was first actively exca-
vated.  At the end of the trail we enter the
George C. Page Museum of La Brea
Discoveries. Inside we view the bones of

countless mammals whose gooey demise has inspired the imagination of so
many researchers and artists, and fascinated the general public since their
discovery early in the 20th century.  Mastodons, mammoths, giant sloths,
and perhaps the most famous of all – the great saber toothed tiger, Smilodon
stand in lifelike poses, browsing in haunted meadows that have long since
been replaced by concrete, steel and asphalt canyons, and stalking the ghosts
of lumbering prey. As we leave we pass through the gift store, and there we
find a fitting souvenir – a George C. Page Museum snowdome.  Inside a
sabertooth stands in a grassy plain. It is perhaps the ugliest, most poorly
executed snow globe sculpture we have yet found. Its face looks cross-eyed
and its teeth look like a beaver’s. Hideous, and yet, we must have it.
Clutching our precious find, we exit the building and stand beneath the
sprawling three dimensional sculpted mural of Pleistocene life that adorns
the entrance of the Page Museum. As we take a final look over the expan-
sive parkland surrounded by LA’s noir inspiring skyscrapers and office
buildings, we consider the glories and travails of our journey. We contem-
plate the vast distances we have come, the sites we have seen, the treasures
we have gathered from roadside displays. But we also know we have only
touched on the vast network of roadways that cross this continent, and we
know there are many more roadside attractions that we have yet to find.  So
many snowdomes, so little time.    

Sadly, these efficient little dome globes have all but disappeared from the
scene, replaced by repulsive resin-based concoctions that often resemble
wedding cakes supporting glass globes that can approach the size of a duck-
pin bowling ball. Like the dinosaurs, the time of the plastic snowdome has
passed, but there are other treasures awaiting discovery…..    

This article is dedicated to the memory of Jack Arata.  If you’ve been a
reader of PT, Dinosaur World, or Sgt. Rock comics, you’ve seen Jack’s art-
work. If you own a set of Miller dinosaurs, chances are Jack repaired at least
one of them. Jack was a good and generous friend who shared his passion
for prehistoric life and collecting with many PT readers through the years.
He left us all way too soon, and he will be sorely missed.

Farewell Jack.        
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Dinosaur figure collector Dean Walker has been our good
friend here at PT practically since the magazine started. He
lives in North Carolina but he
was here in California recently
and we had a nice visit when
he kindly took my wife and I
out to dinner. Dean also owns
his DeJankins.com company
which is an absolutely amaz-
ing site where you can find all
of the latest dinosaur figures
for sale. Even if you aren’t
buying, it is a very informative
site to let you know what is
available - but why wouldn’t
you be buying when Dean has
the lowest prices you can find!
Below are some of the figures
DeJankins has for sale (or will
soon when they become avail-
able.) Dean was, and also is, very good about sending us review copies of
many of these figures so we can describe them for you. Here’s the latest
news.

Kinto has completely overhauled their Favorite Collection of thirteen
prehistoric animal figures and the new set includes
Tyrannosaurus (Brown), Feathered Tyrannosaurus
(Green), Stegosaurus, Triceratops,  Pteranodon,
Allosaurus, Ankylosaurus, Brachiosaurus,
Parasaurolophus, Plesiosaurus, Styracosaurus,
Velociraptor, and Spinosaurus. While you can’t say
that Kinto thought outside of the box much on their
choices of dinosaurs, their feathered T. rex is orig-
inal and certainly the stand-out figure of this new
collection. Like the unfeathered T. rex in this set,
he stands roaring. For the most part he is free of
feathers except for a long feathered mane that starts on the
back of his neck and runs all the way down to the tip of his
tail. The Kinto dinosaurs are slender yet muscled and in
active positions. They are all detailed, beautifully done
dinosaur figures from Japan, designed by famous dinosaur
artist Kazunari Araki. On top of an overall great look, scien-
tific accuracy is also very important to Kinto. These are a
Must for your collection. Somewhere in the eight inch long
range, they each include a base to stand on and are individ-
ually packaged. Really something special.

What has happened to Bullyland’s Prehistoric World
figures lately? Well, good news, a new “Saber Tooth
Tiger” and a new “Saber Toothed Cat” came out earlier
this year. Apparently the “tiger” is the male and the “cat”
is the female. They are nice-looking figures and at a low
price of only around $5 each at DeJankins.

Geoworld has a ton of new Jurassic Hunters
dinosaur figures being released this year and then,
amazingly, some 18 new prehistoric mammal fig-
ures being released for 2014. (Apparently this is the
year of the prehistoric mammal as many manufac-
turers are featuring them.) Geoworld’s figures are
looking great too. They no longer show some of the

stiffness that some
felt the first series
dinosaurs had.
Geoworld offers
quite a few other
items too includ-
ing skeletal
dinosaurs and pre-
historic mammals
and a “Prehistoric
Playset” which is a
collection of eight
mammal figures
with a playmat and
small snow
field/mountain.

Of course
Papo of France has
their three new
awesome looking
prehistoric ani-
mals available
now, Dimetrodon,

Woolly Rhinoceros, and Carnotaurus; all new for 2013 and selling
for under $20 each. These look very nice, although the Carnotaurus
w i l l
remind you

a lot of the
S i d e s h o w
C o l l e c t i b l e s
D i n o s a u r i a
Carnotaurus both

in pose and col-
oration. Dean
says the
Dimetrodon is
especially popu-
lar with his cus-
tomers. we have
shown photos of
these previously
in PT.

Schleich of Germany offers a Styracosaurus for
2013 as well as their own version of Carnotaurus
with movable lower jaw. Both sell in the $20 range
each. Personally, I’m not a big fan of the look of the
Styraco and the Carnotaurus’ appearance borrows
too heavily from the ones seen in the Disney

“Dinosaur” movie, even down to the red color.

Mojö announced a Deinotherium for 2013 but were
then slow to actually bring it out. Now it appears that it
is only one of a series of new prehistoric mammal fig-
ures coming out that also includes Brontotherium,
Hyaenodon, Entelodont, plus a new Mojö juvenile
Tyrannosaurus rex. It is still unknown as to when
these will be available though. 

Coming next year, following up CollectA’s
Triceratops corpse will be a new Stegosaurus
corpse and also a Ichthyovenator figure, a spinosaur
found in Laos that has a weird skip in the sail on its
back.  

What’s NewWhat’s New
in reviewin review

By Mike FredericksBy Mike Fredericks

Bullyland
Carnotaurus

CollectA Ichthyovenator

New Kinto Favorite Collection
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Bullyland
Styracosaurus

CollectA Stegosaurus corpse

Mojo Deinotherium

Geoworld 2nd
Expedition Jobaria

Geoworld 3rd
Expedition Mammals



So head on over to dejankins.com. You’ll see Dean’s smiling face on his
home page. Once you’ve enjoyed that enough, hit the “Store” button and
start checking out all the great figures for sale.

And finally we can’t forget our great friends at Safari Ltd. They were kind
enough to give us an exclusive look at their four new figures from their Wild
Safari line coming for 2014. Here, you can be among the first to see the

Wild Safari Megalodon
shark, Monolophosaurus,
Pachyrhinosaurus and
Suchomimus. They look
beautiful. Canadian artist and
good friend of PT Doug

Watson sculpted the three
dinosaurs. We will review these
next time when we have them “in
hand.”

Giant
Behemoth
Resin kit

Sculpted by
Joe Laudati

12” tall • $165.00
Attacking Big Ben, includes

debris base with two cars

thealchemyworks.com

or call 817-471-9096

New 2014 Wild Safari
Prehistoric Animal figures

NOW AVAILABLE!



Rubiosaurus &
Hypacrosaurs © Sergey

Krasovskiy

READER ART

Giganotosaurus carolinii getting its teeth cleaned by
Alnashetri cerropoliciensis © Sergey Krasovskiy

Allosaurus © Erwin Van Der Minne

Bistahieversor sealeyi © Sergey Krasovskiy

Argentinosaurus model painted by Steve DeMarco

Titanosaurs © Mauricio Alvarez Abel
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Tyrannosaurus vs Quetzalcoatlus
© Julius Csotonyi



Utahceratops gettyi © Sergey Krasovskiy
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Pterosaurs © Mauricio Alvarez Abel

Tyrannosaurs © Mike Landry

Suchomimus © Erwin Van Der Minne

Mastodon    © Mauricio Alvarez Abel

Mark Hallett’s tribute to Ray Bradbury’s time travel story “The Sound
of Thunder.” www.markhallett.com

Triceratops © Jacek Major
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By Phil Hore  �  kimba18@gmail.com 

On Some New Species of
Fossil Mammalia from
Wyoming, by Dr. Jos. Leidy.
(From a letter to Mr. Tryon,
dated Fort Bridger, July 24th,
printed in advance of the
Proceedings of the Academy of
Natural Sciences of
Philadelphia, and issued Aug.
1, 1872.)

“The region of Fort Bridger
is an immense basin, the bed of
an ancient lake, bounded on the
south by the Uinta mountains
and extending far north to the

Wind River
moun ta i n s .
The deposits
of the lake of
the Tertiary
period are
estimated to
be about
8,000 feet in
t h i c k n e s s .
They present
the appear-
ance of a suc-
cession of
terraces or
table - lands
extending southerly from Green River to the base of the Uintas. The country
for the most part is treeless and, except along the water-courses, nearly a
desert. The Tertiary deposits consist of strata so little inclined that they
appear to be horizontal to the eye. The strata are composed mainly of clays,
soft and crumbling or more or less indurated, often mixed with sand. Friable
sandstones and indurated marls, often with abundance of fresh-water shells,
also frequently occur. There are often isolated lands surrounded by broad
plains or narrower valleys. These isolated lands are named buttes and
resemble great earthworks or huge railway embankments. Frequently their
eroded sides
give them the
appearance
of a vast
assemblage of
E g y p t i a n
p y r a m i d s
flanking the
plains above.
Such assem-

Uintatherium

© Betty Martin

© Jacek Major
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Sculpture   © John Goodier
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blages of earth-
works, pyra-
mids, mounds,
piles of truncat-
ed cones, rising
from a plain,
constitute what
are named, in
various parts of
our great West,
"bad lands," or
"mauvaises ter-
res."

As the buttes
crumble away
under the effect

of the weather, the fossils of their strata become exposed to view.

On the 17th, in company with Dr. J. Van A. Carter and Dr. Joseph K.
Corson, U.S.A., I made a trip to the valley of Dry Creek, forty miles from
Fort Bridger. Here we encamped and spent three days in exploring the
neighboring buttes for fossils. The most abundant vertebrate remains are
those of turtles, the shells of which are frequently met with in little heaps of
fragments into which they have been reduced after exposure from the wear-
ing of the buttes. Of mammalian remains the most abundant are those of the
tapir-like animal which I have named Palaeosyops paludosus. We also found

a number of more
characteristic spec-
imens than I had
before seen of the
larger species of
Palaeosyops major.
Dr. Corson further
discovered the
remains of a small
species which may
be named
P a l a e o s y o p s
homilis. An upper
molar tooth of this
animal measures

three-fourths of an inch in diameter. We have likewise found some addition-
al remains of Hyrachyus agrarius and better specimens than I before had of
the larger Hyrachyus eximius. A well-preserved last lower molar of this

species mea-
sures an inch
fore and aft.

We were for-
tunate in
obtaining the
remains of two
of the largest
and most extra-
ordinary mam-
mals yet dis-
covered in the
B r i d g e r
T e r t i a r y
deposits. One
of these was a
tapiroid animal
exceeding in
bulk of body
and limb the
living rhinoc-
eroses, though
the head

appears to have been
proportionally small.
Dr. Carter discovered
many fragments of a
skeleton of the animal,
including a whole
humerus, portions of
jaws, and a much
crushed and distorted
cranium. The upper
molar teeth have the
crown composed of a
pair of transverse
lobes, with sloping
sides and acute sum-
mits, separated exter-
nally and united inter-
nally in a V-like man-
ner. A thick basal ridge
bounds the crown in
front and behind. A last
upper molar measures
an inch and a half in

the median line fore and aft. The molars in advance are smaller. The lower
molars have a trilobed crown. The anterior lobe, larger than the others,
extends across the crown and rises in a prominent peak internally. The acute
summit is worn away posteriorly. The middle lobe extends about two-thirds
across the crown from the other side and is less prominent than the others.
The back lobe, second in size, is thickest internally. The fore and aft diame-
ter of the last lower molar is equal to the corresponding upper tooth. The
depth of the lower jaw at the last molar is three and a quarter inches. The
humerus is nearly a foot and three-fourths in length and seven and a half
inches in breadth at the condyles. I propose to name the great pachyderm of
the Uinta country, the Uintatherium robustum.

© Mike Landry

© Clinton Harris

© Jacek Major

© Frederik Spindler

www.frederik-spindler.de
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If not the most interesting, the
most exciting incident of our
exploration of Dry Creek buttes
was Dr. Corson's discovery of the
upper canine teeth, apparently of
the most formidable of carni-
vores, the enemy of the
Uintatherium, Palaeosyops, and
other peaceful pachyderms. The
teeth resemble in form those of
the sabre-toothed tiger. The more
perfect specimen consists of
nearly nine inches of the enam-
eled crown. In its perfect condi-
tion the tooth measured upward of a foot in
length, so that it exceeded the canines of the
great Brazilian Machairodus. The tooth is
sabre-like, curved, and compressed conical.
Its most remarkable character consists in the
lance-head-like form of the terminal three
inches. It is thickened at the axis, and
impressed and expanded toward the edges,
so as to be actually broader in one portion
than immediately above. The antero-posteri-
or diameter of the crown near its base is two
inches; the thickness over an inch. These
canine teeth, terminating in lance-like
points, must have proved most terrific
instruments of slaughter. Their possessor
was no doubt the scourge of Uinta and may
therefore be appropriately named
Uintamastix Atrox.”

What was the size of a rhino, had horns like a giraffe, hoofs like a horse,
and canines like a saber-toothed tiger, and still has palaeontologists scratch-
ing their heads as to what sort of creature it could be?

I’m a fan of the history of paleontology, perhaps even more so than the
animals themselves. The characters, the color of their blossoming science
and the wild times they often lived in…great stuff…and what was more col-
orful, more wild than that moment in time we call the Great Bone Wars?

One fossil that lay right in the center of the infamous dispute between
Cope, Marsh, and Leidy was the bizarre Uintatherium, the first truly large
creature to walk the Earth since the dinosaurs. Competition between all
three men had been heating up for some time, and all rushed into the
American West to find and catalogue the wondrous bones being found there
before the others. The anxiety forged in this rivalry led to numerous mis-
takes, and no creature was affected more than Leidy’s “pachyderm.”

All three men found fossils of the creature and cabled home rushed
descriptions. Soon the pages of natural history journals and newspapers
across the country filled with the descrip-
tions of creatures such as Uintamastix,
Dinoceras, Uintatherium, Palaeosyops,
Limnohyus, Tinoceras, Lozolophodon,
and Eobasileus. But what sort of creatures
were they? Some were described as
bizarre-trunked elephants, others enor-
mous saber-toothed cats (Machairodus).
Just as quickly as these names appeared
though, the list was whittled away as each
scientist wrote papers, on not only their
discoveries, but also the mistakes their
peers made in describing their own species
from something as ridiculous as a single
tooth or bone. 

The following are just some of their

comments on each other:

Leidy on Marsh: “…he found the pro-
posed genus Limnohyus, which, under the
circumstances, appears untenable.…”

Marsh on Cope: “Prof. Cope subse-
quently proposed the name Eobasileus, but
was mistaken in regard to the main charac-
ters of the skull. What he called incisors are
canines; and the large horns are not on the
frontals, but on maxillaries.”

Cope on Marsh:“Now it is easy to see by
an examination of Professor Marsh’s figures of Uintatherium

mirabile where all this blundering criticism comes
from…but repeats his statements as though
Uintatherium were a Rosinante, and the ninth com-
mandment a windmill.…”

Marsh on Cope: “Many of the characters given
by Prof. Cope…do not indeed apply to the other
known species, but it is evident he has made sever-
al serious mistakes in his observations. He has like-
wise been especially unfortunate in attributing to
the Dinocerata characters which they do not pos-
sess; and hence his conclusion, that all these ani-
mals are true Proboscidea, and possessed a pro-
boscis, is quiet erroneous.”

Cope on Marsh: “Prof. Marsh desires to impose
upon scientific literature the numerous names he
has proposed for species he has never
described.…”

Not a happy bunch. 

Because Leidy was the first to publish a name for the creature (1 August
1872), beating Cope by 16 and Marsh by 19 days, it’s his name,
Uintatherium, that’s the correct one.

Much of this confusion came from the bizarreness of the creature, and
exactly what they were is still debated, though most likely they’re related to
o t h e r
Laurasiatheria.
This makes
them hoofed
animals simi-
lar to South
A m e r i c a n
c r e a t u r e s
c a l l e d

Meridiungulates or even artiodactyls (pigs and
possibly giraffes).

All the ten recognized species have been
placed under Marsh’s name, the Dinocerata (‘ter-
rible horned ones’) and all had hoofed toes,
paired giraffe-like ossicones (antlers) on their
skulls, and enormous saber-like canines. They
also had spectacularly small brains, amongst the
smallest (body-to-brain ratio) of any mammal.
Most lived in North America, although the pres-
ence of the oldest, Prodinoceras, in Asia indi-
cates they evolved there and later traveled across
the Bering Land Bridge. First appearing during
the Late Paleocene, all were gone by the Eocene,
possibly replaced by another enormous (and now

© D Kinney
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extinct) mam-
mal group,
the bron-
totheres. 

For every
rule there is
an exception,
and for this
group it’s

Gobiatherium. Likely the very last of the Dinocerata, this Gobi species
lacked completely the two things that make these animals so spectacular, the
ossicones on the head and those ferocious canines. Instead this creature may
have possessed a bizarre fleshy lump on its nose, similar to that found on the
saiga antelope (Saiga tartarica). In the saiga this feature helps warm the
arctic air it breathes before it can enter the lungs. What use this could have
been for the tropical living Gobiatherium is anyone’s guess.  

Although Uintatherium is by far the best known of the group, we now
recognize several
species, and with this
recognition some of
those earlier disputed
names (such as Cope’s
Eobasileus) have
been resurrected.

U i n t a t h e r i u m
(beast of the Uinta
Mountains) was an
enormous, 13-foot
long, 2+ ton creature
found in Wyoming (U.

anceps) and
China (U. insper-
atus). Enough of
their robust skulls
have been

unearthed that it’s almost certain males had far larger canines than females
(possibly making them a sexual display), and their six ossicones were larg-

er as well.   

On a final note, despite the bitter dispute between all
three men, Leidy’s Uintatherium is a valid species of
Marsh’s Dinocerata, but the largest species has proved to
be Cope’s Eobasileus. Men who had wanted nothing to
do with each other in life are now linked forever in the
species that started their feud all those years ago.

© Clinton Harris

© John Sibbick

www.johnsibbick.com
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Paleonews 
by Tracy Ford

It’s turning out that straight tailed
mosasaurs are wrong, because another
mosasaur was found with a ‘shark’ like tail. Lindgren, et al., 2013, recently
published in Nature communications about a newly described mosasaur
originally named Tenerasaurus (2009). They refer it now to
Prognathodon, and therefore a junior synonym of Prognathodon. It is a
juvenile specimen, lacking the skull, but has soft tissue preservation on the
flippers, and tail. The tail has a slight bend, and at the bend the soft tissue
extends dorsally, to form a ‘point’, and the rest of the preserved tail has
impressions of a wider, soft tissue tail. The forelimb has the traditional five
digits, but the wrist has an additional bone that extends flipper laterally and
gives the fin a ‘wider’ surface area. The authors argue that the sleek body,
and tail fluke would have made
mosasaurs a fast predator.

Lindgren, J, Kaddumi, H. F., and Polcyn, M.
J., 2013, Soft tissue preservation in a fossil
marine lizard with a bilobed tail fin: Nature
Communications, published on line, 8pp.

(Prognathodon hashimi = Tenerasaurus hashimi)

Ichthyosaurs have one of the
longest stratigraphic ranges in
Mesozoic marine tetrapods, only out
lived by the sauropterygians
(Plesiosaurs/Pliosaurs). They first
began in the Middle Triassic and died out by the Early Cenomanian (Early

Late Cretaceous). A major
clade of ichthyosaurs are
the thunnosauira, which
began in the latest Triassic,
(with the majority of
Cretaceous Ichthyosaurs
belonging to the big eyed
Ophthalmosauridae), a
new primitive thunnosaur

was recently described from the Late Early Cretaceous of Iraq, Malawania
anachronus. It is known from the Late Hauterivian-Barremian (Early
Cretaceous). It is a fragmentary specimen known from a fragmentary skull,
and the front part of the skeleton. It was a small ichthyosaur with a front
paddle a little over 30 cm.  Malawania represents the last-known member
of a kind of ichthyosaur long believed to have gone extinct during the Early
Jurassic, more than 66 million years earlier. Malawania is considered to be
a ‘ghost lineage’ of the thunnosauria, and because of that the authors sug-
gest there was no extinction event of this type of ichthyosaurs near the
Jurassic-Cretaceous boundary as previously thought.

Fischer, V., Appleby, R. M., Naish, D.,
Liston, J., Riding, J. B., Brindley, S., and
Godefroit, P., 2013, A basal thunnosaurian
from Iraq reveals disparate phylogenetic
origins of Cretaceous ichthyosaurs: Biology
Letters, published online, 6pp. (Malawania

anachronus)

Azhdarchids weren’t the only
large pterosaurs flying in the
Cretaceous. Kellner, et. al., 2013,
described a partial skeleton they
referred to Tropeognathus cf. T.
mesembrinus (MN 6594-V).

Though the specimens they described are fragmentary (two were referred to
anhangueridae incertae sedis) MN 6594-V is estimated to have had a wing
span of 8.26 m, and the referred Anhangurid MCT 1838-R as much as 9
m. They lived during the Romualdo Formation, Aptian-Albian, Early
Cretaceous of the Araripe Basin, Northeastern Brazil. During that time that
area was a near shore environment. 

Kellner, A. W. A., Campos, D. A., Sayao, J. M., Saraiva, A. A. F., Rodrigues, T., Oliveira, G.,
Cruz, L. A., Costa, F. R., Silva, H. P., and Ferreira, J. S., 2013, The largest flying reptile from
Gondwana: a new specimen of Tropeognathus cf. T. mesembrinus Wellnhofer, 1987
(Pterodactyloidea, Anhangueridae) and other large pterosaurs from the Romualdo Formation,

Lower Cretaceous, Brazil: Anais da Academia Brasileira de Ciencias, v. 85, n. 1, p. 113-135.

From the largest, to among the smallest…Naish, et al., (2013) describe
a near adult pterodactylid pelvic girdle and associated vertebrae from the
Atherfield Clay Formation, Lower Aptian, Lower Cretaceous.
Vectidraco daisymorrisae had a total estimated wingspan of 75 cm. They
believe it has more in common with Azhdarchoidea, than to any other
pterosaur clade. Their find shows that not all Azhdarchoids were flying
giants.

Naish, D., Simpson, M., and Dyke, G., 2013, A new small-bodied Azhdarchoid pterosaur
from the Lower Cretaceous of England and its implications for pterosaur anatomy, diversity and
phylogeny: Public Library of Science (PLOS), One, v. 8, n. 3, 16 pp. (Vectidraco daisymorrisae).
This indicates that not all azhdarchoids were large.

And now for something completely strange…Ocepechelon bouyai is
from the Maastrichtian, Late Cretaceous of Morocco. It belongs to the
Chelonioidea (sea turtles), and the family Dermochelyoidae.
Unfortunately it is only known by a complete skull, but no shell. The skull
is 70 cm long and 43 cm wide. The nares are nearly directly above the
orbits, and the strange thing about the skull is a pipette-like longirostrine

www.g-fan.com
Godzilla Fans! 
Subscribe Today! 
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bony snout in front of
the orbits that forms an
edentulous ‘tube’ 25 cm
(or about 1/3 the length
of the skull). The authors
suggest that because the
orbits and nares are
placed dorsally on the
skull, it fed near the sur-
face. The subular snout
is thin, and embedded
ventro-laterally in a deep
and non-triturating
rhamphotheca, as is
indicated by an area covered by nutritive foramina and short longitudinal
sulci. Because the skull lacks a cutting/shearing/triturating structure in the
upper jaw, it is not believed to have caught its prey by chomping down on
them, but instead, was a suction feeder feeding on small fishes,
cephalopods, and jellyfishes. And it is believed to have fed more like some
extant odontocetes (toothed whales). This changes the old interpretation that
turtles were primitive anapsid reptiles.

Bardet, N., Jalil, N.-E., Lapparent de Broin, F. de,
Germain, D., Lambert, O., and Amaghzaz, M., 2013, A
giant chelonioid turtle from the Late Cretaceous of
Morocco with a suction feeding apparatus unique among
tetrapods: Public Library of Science (PLOS), One, v. 8, n.

7, 10 pp.

How turtles shells evolved has perplexed
scientist from their first taxonomic dissection.
The ribs evolved into a shell, and are on the
outside of the scapula, and pelvis, and the legs
are on the inside. Hirasawa, et al., (2013)
research showed that during embryonic devel-
opment the major part of the carapaces is
derived purely from endoskeletal ribs, and
that the coastal and neural plates (this is what
makes up the shell) does not develop within
the dermis, but rather in deeper connective
tissue where the rib and intercostal muscles
anlagen develop. This is also similar to the
dermal shell in the placodonts
Sinosaurosphargis and Henodus. The ribs in
Sinosaurosphargius are not only plate-like,
but also project laterally as in turtles. Recent molecular-based phylogenetic
analysis of extant turtles indicates turtles are closely related to archosaurs.
A more recent comprehensive morphology-based phylogenetic analysis
indicates turtles belong to diapsids. The authors suggest that turtles, sauropt
eyrgians and Sinosaurosphargis are in an ‘identical’ clade.

Hirasawa, T., Nagashima, H., and Kuratani, S., 2013, The endoskeletal
origin of the turtle carapace: Nature Communications, published online,
7pp.

Mallon, et al (2013) looked at the feeding height in
ornithischian dinosaurs that lived in Dinosaur Provincial
Park (Dinosaur Park Formation, Late Campanian) of
Alberta, Canada. During that time the Western Interior
Seaway split North America in two large islands, with the
western side called Laramidia, and the eastern side
Appalachia. Their study was on the western side. They
wanted to see if there was any evidence for different
ornithischian clades to have fed at different levels. Most
herbivorous dinosaurs fed no higher than approximately
one meter above the ground (ankylosaurs, nodosaurs, lep-

toceratpsids, small ceratop-
sians), larger ceratopsians may
have fed a little higher than
ankylosaurs. Hadrosaurs how-
ever, feed up to 2 meters when
feeding quadrupedally, and up
to 5 meters bipedally. They
found no good evidence of
feeding height differences in the
ornithischian clades. However,
they did not focus on the differ-
ent mouth morphologies, etc,
and if that had any difference in
feeding habitats.

Mallon, J. C., Evans, D. C., Ryan, M. J., and Anderson, J. S., 2013, Feeding height stratifica-
tion among herbivorous dinosaurs from the Dinosaur Park Formation (upper Campanian) of

Alberta, Canada: BMC Ecology, v. 13, open access, 15pp.

Colbert (1955) was the first to suggest
Pachycephalosaurs butted heads like a moun-
tain goat, Galton (1970) expanded on this sug-
gestion and it was later challenged by Carpenter
(1997, who suggested flank butting) and Ford
(1998, in a Prehistoric Times article). For the
public, head butting was the preferred behavior.
Peterson et al. (2013) found lesions on the dome
in 22% of the specimens they looked at (over
100 specimens). All the ‘flat’ headed pachy-
cephalosaurs lacked lesions and are considered
to be either females or juveniles. The lesions
cluster more near the apex of the dome, though
less so across the dome surface. They suggest
due to the frequency of the frontoparietal
injuries on fully domed pachycephalosaurs and
that none were found on the ‘flat’ headed speci-
mens that the development of the dome was
associated with the individual engaging in
intraspecific combat. The lesions could have
been from head-shoving or head-butting similar
to extant Bison, Ovis (Sheep), Ovibos (Musk
Ox) or Syncerus (African Buffalo). The distrib-
ution on partially-domed specimens may sug-

gest a more complex agonistic interactions; “dome/horn wrestling” similar
to Capra, Oreamnos (mountain goat) or Aepyceros (Impala)  

Peterson, J. E., Dischler, C., and Longrich, N. R., 2013, Distributions of cranial pathologies
provide evidence for head-butting in dome-headed dinosaurs (Pachycephalosauridae): Public
Library of Science (PLOS), One, v. 8, n. 7, 16 pp.
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Artist Jim Boydston with life sized
Deinonychus made from new and recycled
material. Please check out the web site to
see more models, murals, and flatwork.

www.dinojimboydston.com
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“Lifelike models of extinct monsters
of bygone ages.” Therein it states,
“Scientists of the British Museum
collaborate with a distinguished
sculptor-scientist to reconstruct accu-
rately many of the strange creatures
which roamed the Earth in prehistoric
times.” These featured dioramas were
created by the head of the British
Museum’s Geology Dept., Professor
Vernon Edwards – who was the cited
sculptor and a scientist. Edwards’
mini-paleozoo was among the first to
be displayed inside a natural history
museum.

Most of this article is about how Edwards went about his magnificent
work. You must realize that during those pre-King Kong/Chicago World’s
Fair days, prehistoric dioramas (both life-sized as in Pallenberg’s case, or in
miniature form) remained a relatively rare commodity. Edwards instructed,
“It is curious to note what a marvelous amount of information the
Paleontologist is able to extract from a few ancient bones.” A great number
of fossil clues afforded him with suitable if not often subtle information
“…which led me to attempt the reconstruction of scenes showing the ani-
mals in their natural surroundings…” So many fossils and “…other wonders
beyond computation go to make the strange story written in the pages of
time for the scientist to read and for the artist to record.” Thereafter, as the
article goes on to say, because “not everybody in Great Britain is able to
make the journey to London to study (the models)… authorities have had
photographic studies made of these scientific reconstructions of the huge
beasts in their natural environment of prehistoric times. … photographic
experts, Camerascopes, Ltd. … of London have photographed the series and
mounted prints are supplied by them to schools, museums, scientific soci-
eties and individuals.”  
Nine photos of Edwards’ miniature prehistoric dioramas (five of which

featured Cenozoic genera) appear in
the 1931 article, a menagerie includ-
ing Arsinoitherium, Megatherium
(w/ paleo-indian), Phenacodus,
Uintatherium, Diplodocus,
Stegosaurus, Machairodus,
Triceratops and Ceratosaurus.
Edwards’ dinosaur dioramas were also
later highlighted in a 1934 book by
William E. Swinton, The Dinosaurs: A
Short History of a Great Group of
Extinct Reptiles, including several not
seen in the 1931 Milwaukee Sentinel.
Additional genera shown in Swinton’s

splendid book included time-honored types such as armored “Scolosaurus,”
Polacanthus, Scelidosaurus, Plateosaurus, Styracosaurus and tree-hug-
ging Hypsilophodon.  In his day, Vernon Edwards was quite an accom-
plished & prolific sculptor.

So why was Pallenberg lost in time relative to Hawkins, and the
Stellingen models less known or celebrated today than those at Sydenham?
I’m not providing a satisfying answer here. We are reading PT, which is
printed in English and news of the German park was probably mostly doc-
umented in German. In fact, there are probably more such articles buried in
the periodical stacks (including those printed in German or other foreign
languages; I simply worked here with materials that were readily accessi-
ble). A mild cultural gap. But also, I am not certain to what extent the park
was impacted by two world wars. Also, I am interested to know what
became of Professor Edwards prehistoric animal sculptures. And so this
story shall continue, when information & time permits. 

(With thanks to Gary Williams, David Goldman and Karl Debus for facil-

itating copies of 3 of the aforementioned articles.)
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from 1911 Scientific American



Free to subscribers but must be 
updated each issue

French collector (prehistoric animal figures, fossils and
minerals), Phd in Geology, inhabitant of Grenoble, seeks U.S.
and other collectors outside the European Union to help me to
combine and reship my purchases on Ebay made in their coun-
tries. In exchange, I offer the same services for your purchases
made in France and the European Union to reduce shipping
costs, VAT and customs duties. I can also help with your pur-
chases in France, for example, to complete your Starlux collec-
tion (Prehistoric animals and other figures of this French brand)
or your minerals collection with good quality crystals from the
French Alps. Contact : Jean-Marie LEONARD --
jmleonard2013-ptimes@yahoo.com
For Sale: Horizon 1/19 scale vinyl Jurassic Park Brachiosaur

kit.  Original box and parts still in poly bag.  $105 plus ship-
ping.  Dave Colton – 2coltons@comcast.net

FOR SALE: adorable Postcards and Watercolor Paintings
of Dinosaurs and other Prehistoric Faunas
www.etsy.com/shop/Dinorawrs
Wanted: Copy of underwater variant rules for Saurian

Safari that was published in Wargames Illustrated. Randy Knol
rsknol@aol.com
We have DinoStoreus skulls and models in need of repair

for sale. Look at the back cover of just about any issue of
Prehistoric Times magazine and the sample images on that page
and you will see the wonderful skeletal and fleshed-out
dinosaur models by DinoStoreus. We have been a distributor for
many years and have a few dozen DinoStoreus models that need
repairs ranging from a missing tooth to a broken jaw. If you like
a small challenge or have built model kits before and want to
save some money, then you would have no problem repairing
these models to complete your collection. Just about every skull
and model on this list is available. Just give us a call 304-282-
2306 or email curator@prehistoricplanet.com to check on avail-
ability. Each skull or model is only $25 each compared with
$50+ retail.
FOR SALE: Tamiya Diorama models: Chasmosaurus,

Triceratops, Parasaurolophus, Velociraptors Pack of Six,
Mesozoic Creatures, and Brachiosaurus. ITC Modelcraft skele-
ton kits of Tyrannosaurus, Brontosaurus, and Stegosaurus.
Weta Collectibles mint in their original boxes: V-rex vs Kong,
Venatosaurus Attack, Skull Island Natives, Kong's Last Stand
(Empire State Building) and more.  From Sideshow Dinosauria:
Carnotaurus, Styracosaurus, Deinosuchus vs Parasaurolophus,
T.rex vs Triceratops(no boxes on these) From Gentle Giant:
Luke Skywalker on Tauntaun By X-Plus:  ALIEN  these last two
are mint in their original boxes. All are made of resin. Please e-
mail Pat at: patcalamita@gmail.com
Attention Museums and collectors – Five original lamps

designed by and made for Zdenek Burian's art studio for sale,
contact me, Jiri Hochman for photograph, details and prices.
Zdenek Burian post cards, posters, coffee cups and copyrights
of Burian images for sale. Also looking for a producer/sponsor
for: a Zdenek Burian exhibition in the USA/Canada etc ZB
Great Monograph for sale in the USA/Canada etc production of
copies of ZB original paintings for sale a completely new book
(the best of) Zdenek Burian – Action Illustration - website:
www.zdenekburian.com or contact  j.hochman@volny.cz 
For Sale: My book, Lens to the Natural World: Reflections on

Dinosaurs, Galaxies, and God by Ken Olson (Foreword by
Jack Horner, endorsed by Kevin Padian of the National
Center for Science Education). Celebrating the won-
ders of nature, this is a work of “science & religion &
philosophy & literature,” and navigates a middle way
between the vocal extremists on the issue of evolution.
I have been a Research Associate in Paleontology at
The Museum of the Rockies, Bozeman, MT for 24
years. List price is $26; add just $2 to ship in the lower 48
states. Send check or USPS money order to: Ken Olson, 1009
W. Blvd, Lewistown, MT 59457.
For Sale: Tamiya 1/35 Scale Brachiosaurus diorama sealed

new in original box. $75 plus $15 shipping. MO to Gregory
Flanagan 268 7th St Brooklyn, NY 11215
Wanted: Jurassic Park 3 Re-Ak Attack Dilophosaurus in orig-

inal green color. Must still be in package and in good condition.
Negotiable. Contact Adam at adamgalger@yahoo.com.
Wanted: I am interested in any playvisions animal figures but
especially the African Forest Buffalo, Chital (Axis Deer) and
Dhole. I am also looking for Jeols Bushpig, Safari Vanishing
Wild Gemsbok (adult and calf), and ELC Kob. I would be inter-
ested in almost any mammal figures, prehistoric and modern.
Please email me at durwaine1@gmail.com, you can call at 801
597 8875 or write to Keith Brown, 3032 S 5990 W, Salt Lake
City, Utah, 84128
For Sale : Complete set of Battat dinosaurs for sale, as a set.

I also have one of the few JP full size raptor promotional pieces.
This piece is unreal. I'm also downsizing a very large collection
of various pieces amassed over 20 years of collecting. I have
many unique and extremely hard to find dinosaurs and mam-
mals that are no longer in production. Most of these are sets, all
are in mint condition and never used other than for display. Call
and or e-mail for more information on what's available.
dwmadd@fuse.net 513-737-6695 
For Sale or trade: I offer all the large J H Miller prehistoric

animals/dinosaurs, caveman, cavewoman and cave. I have many
SRG, both large and small, including the caveman, a complete
set of Linde dinos, complete set of Battat (Boston Museum)
dinos, Castagna dinos, Alva Bronto, Marx, Chialu, Starlux and
more. Call Jim Van Dyke 616-669-3897 dino3045@alldial.net
WANTED: Max Salas 1/35 Entelodon and Andrewsarchus.

Contact Ron at ronlemery@aol.com.
WANTED: RAY HARRYHAUSEN & STOP-MOTION

RELATED 'ZINES Colossa #1 (1993) / Hollywood Horror
Classics #4 (1996) Cinemagram #1 (1964) /  Cinefantastique #2
(Mimeo - Apr 1967) Mystification #6 (1965) / Animals
Magazine (Aug 1969) - British Wonder #2 (Summer 1989) /
Box Office Vol. 90 #16 (Feb 6 1967) Spectre #18 (Mar/Apr
1968) / Photon #1, 7, 13 (1963, 1965, 1967) Vampire's Crypt #8
(Dec 1963)  /  Amazing Screen Horrors #6 (1966) Just Imagine
#4 (1977) - British / Cosmos Aventuras #9 (May 1964) Ray
Harryhausen Journal (1973) / Animation Journal #4 (May
1965) Stop-Motion Monsters of Filmland #1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9 -
Japanese (1990’s) King Kong: Unauthorized Jewish Fractals in
Philopatry (1996) Contact: Scott McRae (scobart@yahoo.com)

Wanted: PT issues 1-22 & later back issues no longer avail-
able through PT, Basel Museum black Tsintaosaurus figure,
Marx dinos in metallic green, Pom Poms candy boxes w/
Aurora Prehistoric Scenes art on them, SRG metal Dinychthys
fish, Chialu dinos (Italian composition), NF Neoform dinos, La
Brea (Wm Otto) standing cave bear & horse plus T. rex
Smithsonian metal prehistoric animals, Messmore & Damon
1933 Chicago World’s Fair metal figs., and Starlux Cephalaspis
(jawless-fish) to complete my Starlux set! For Trade/Sale: vin-
tage dinosaurs of most manufacturers. I’ve got a ton of old
dinosaur figures for sale. I’m always buying pre-1970s dino
collectibles --Please contact Mike Fredericks 145 Bayline Cir,
Folsom, Ca 95630-8077, (916) 985-7986
pretimes@comcast.net
WANTED: Prehistoric Times issues 79, 81, 83, and 84. Also

looking for any books, magazines, and/or DVDs on whale evo-
lution/extinct whales/dolphins, ancient marine reptiles, ele-
phant evolution/extinct elephants, and shark evolution/extinct
sharks.  Will pay by money order only.  Also looking for any
information on fossils in Alabama, Mississippi, and the rest of
the southeastern US. Please call 205-269-7054. 
FOR SALE: Invicta Tyrannosaurus, Diplodocus,

Brachiosaurus, woolly mammoth, Glyptodon, Dimetrodon,
Blue Whale, painted Liopleurodon, and painted Plesiosaurus.
Bullyland 1993 Parasaurolophus. Dinotales Series 1 Triceratops
skeleton and Tyrannosaurus. Carnegie Collection
Beipiaosaurus, Ankylosaurus, Spinosaurus, and
Cryolophosaurus. Wild Safari Scutosaurus, Mosasaurus,
Kentrosaurus, Allosaurus, Rhamphorhynchus, Coelacanth, and
Field Museum Anatotitan. All new 2011 Safari LTD figures are
available too. Wanted: Battat Ceratosaurus, Diplodocus,

Tyrannosaurus, Maiasaura, and Parasaurolophus - Andrew
dinoandrew@gmail.com

For Sale: 3/4'” cloisonne lapel pin that states:
REUNITE GONDWANALAND and depicts Pangea
and Laurasia united in one huge continent. Only a
limited number are available.  $8 includes the pin
and postage.  Contact Lynne Dickman, (406) 728-
5221, lddickman@blackfoot.net
Wanted: Hobby Trading Post (Nu-Card) DINOSAURS

cards (B&W, post-card size) #'s 7, 13, 15, 28.  I will gladly pur-
chase these but I also have many duplicate cards available for
trade. I would prefer "nice" condition cards (e.g., VG+ to Mint)
without major creasing or other significant defects. Please con-
tact me (Mike Riley) at: mmriley@dinofan.com or at 303-566-
1267 (weekdays, 7:00 am to 4:00 pm, MDT).

MODELERS: PT build up writer, Sean Kotz, now has a
national hobby column on line at the Examiner. I am commit-
ted to bringing paleo models, sculptors and kits to the forefront
on a regular basis, as well as all other forms of modeling from
plastic kits to rocket ships. Go to www.examiner.com and
search for "Model Building Examiner" or my name and book-
mark or subscribe. You can also search out the Facebook Fan
page
Playset Magazine Plastic heaven, America's best info on vin-

tage playsets by Marx and others from the Atomic Era and
Beyond. Battleground, Zorro, news, classifieds to buy, color
glossy. Complete website listings too!
www.playsetmagazine.com, email playsetmagazine@aol.com,
or call (719) 634-7430
J H Miller  repaired - your broken and incomplete vintage J

H Miller plastic figures -expertly repaired. Ask for Nick
Lamanec (484) 274-0315
FOR SALE: Looking for awesome paleontology-themed T-

shirts? Visit www.cafepress.com/dannysdinosaurs! Featuring
clever dinosaurian designs on everything from shirts to coffee
mugs to bumper stickers, www.cafepress.com/dannysdinosaurs
is a great place for all your dinosaur apparel needs. 
TOP DOLLAR PAID for prehistoric animal postcards

including diorama scenes, statues, fossils, museum displays,
etc.  I also would like to purchase prehistoric animal museum or
excavation site brochures and posters. If you have vintage
dinosaur or prehistoric animal books or photographs from the
1900's up to 1980 please let me know since I also collect these.
I have lots of paper ephemera such as this for trade if that is
preferable.  Please contact Stephen Hubbell (253) 851-7036 or
email me at morpheus@centurytel.net.
search4dinosaurs.com is always looking to add new artists.

If you are looking to promote your work this is the perfect place
to do so. Each image on the site is viewed by hundreds’s and
sometimes thousands of visitors each week. Many artists
receive commission work from publishers after being seen
here.There is no charge, just e-mail 6 or more examples of your
art work and I’ll create the gallery page. I only show full body
examples of Mesozoic creatures, several in one scene is fine.
Level of expertise must match that of the work already being
shown on the site. Images should be at least 600 x 400 pixel jpg
or gifs, larger is better. For more information -
david@search4dinosaurs.com 
PALEOSCENE - Supplying fossils and museum quality fos-

sil replicas at very affordable prices. Our replicas are carefully
made from molds of the original fossil specimens.Each cast is
meticulously hand painted to give a natural and realistic appear-
ance closely matching the original fossil. Our replicas include
many unusual and famous specimens, including Archaeopteryx,
Seymouria, pterosaurs and other prehistoric reptiles, mammals,
birds, fish, invertebrates (including trilobites), and a variety of
dinosaur and pre-dinosaur tracks (will help artists get those feet
and footprints right!).  "Please visit our website at
http://paleo.cc/paleoscene.htm or call 281-290-6751 or write to
Glen Kuban, PaleoScene, 11702 Littlefield Ct, Tomball, TX
77377, Email: gkpaleo@yahoo.com.

PALEODIRECT.COM Your direct source for the finest
and rarest fossil specimens along with tools and weapons of
primitive man. With several thousand pages of fossils and prim-
itive man artifacts displayed online, PaleoDirect.com is truly
one of the largest online paleontological suppliers across the
globe.  Categories include a BROAD DIVERSITY of both
INVERTEBRATE and VERTEBRATE fossils.  We also spe-
cialize in genuine TOOLS and WEAPONS of PRIMITIVE
HUMANS from the Lower PALEOLITHIC through the
NEOLITHIC Periods up to and including the Iron Age. PALEO
DIRECT, Inc. is a full-time, professional supplier and a mem-
ber of the American Association of Paleontological
Suppliers.We acquire specimens direct from the source regions
of the world through exclusive affiliations with the diggers and
their management as well as conduct several of our own inter-
national collecting expeditions each year. Furthermore, many of
our rare specimens are prepared in-house by our own conserva-
tion facilities and staff. This explains our consistently better
quality fossils than is usually found in the marketplace. In addi-
tion to what is shown on the site, an even greater inventory of
specimens are either yet to be listed or in various states of
preparation. Please contact us if you have interest in an item
that is not shown. New material from around the world is con-
stantly being added. If you wish to be added to our email list for
when new specimens are updated to the website, please email or
call us and let us know. PALEO DIRECT, INC. P. O. Box
160305 Altamonte Springs, FL  32716-0305 (407)  774-1063
www.PaleoDirect.com Trex@paleodirect.com Supplying muse-
ums, educational facilities and discriminating collectors around
the world.  
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Plans for the heads of the Jurassic Park "raptors" prepared by the author.
These studies have been superseded by more recent remains. 

A Little More On

Jurassic Park 
by Gregory S Paul

Mark Hallett’s nice article on JP got me to add my thoughts on the pro-
ject. 

In the hope of providing the basic designs of all the dinosaurs I contact-
ed Amblin Entertainment, and was hired for a (too) modest amount to pro-
vide skeletal plans and body details of Tyrannosaurus and Deinonychus.
These were similar to those in my book, Predatory Dinosaurs of the World,
with lots of head, body, limbs cross sections thrown in. Near the beginning
of the movie you can see some of the plans plastered on the walls of the
trailer being used by the paleontologists.

These were used for the basic forms of the Tyrannosaurus and the “rap-
tors.” Never got any feedback about the latter. Michael Trcic later told me
he wanted to stick strictly to my plans for the former as he built the beast,
but Spielberg and Stan Winston ordered alterations, at least in part so they
could copyright the forms. I of course would have preferred that not be
done. But the Tyrannosaurus still looked enough like Tyrannosaurus that
I was not bothered all that much. 

For some reason that was all I was asked to do. I do not know who
designed the rest of the dinosaurs. Most are OK. The exception was the
gumby legged brachiosaurs, the design of which I figure came out of a cere-
al box. Seriously, there is no excuse for the gross inaccuracies that made
what was an elegant creature into a cartoon caricature. 

If I (and many others in the community) had my way, all dinoflicks would
stick to the scientific facts. But that will never happen with fiction films fea-
turing dinosaurs, and I cannot complain too much since the original King
Kong is one of my favorite films (Hitler’s too, by the way), and it occasion-
ally deviates from reality. Having fantasy dinosaurs doing fantastical things
is no different than doing the same with lions or clownfish, or whatever, in
fiction films. But it is fun to pick apart some of the JP fantasies. Of course
DNA does not remain intact for more than a few million years at most, there
may well be nothing usable preserved from the Mesozoic. But even if there
were intact dinosaur DNA, just how did the genes from so many times and

places end up in one location? 

A perhaps less obvious problem is how did the big dinosaurs on the island
grow to such enormous adults so soon after the venture began? From what
we know from bone growth rings it would take about two decades to get a
full grown Tyrannosaurus, at least twice as long for your 40 ton bra-
chiosaur. When the paleontologists showed up, the dinosaurs on scene
should have been some small adults, and juveniles of the biggies. That
would be a problem in funding such a project -- the big attractions that
would really draw in the crowds would take decades, a long term return not
likely to attract financial backing. 

Of course it is hardly likely that dinosaurologists would not be brought
into such a project so late. Their consultation would be needed from the get
go. The whole idea of keeping a cloning project to revive long extinct
species secret is silly, it would be big news before it started. 

An item that particularly irked me was the portrayal of the brachiosaurs
as benign cows. Hardly likely. Sauropods were probably nasty beasts, semi-
omnivores that picked up creatures small enough to swallow whole for the
calcium, salts and other nutrients; similar to the big ratites (I just saw a
Nature program on PBS that mentioned that deer eat bird nestlings). The
sauropods would probably have plucked the kids out of the trees for a nice
nighttime protein snack. That would have upset the audience and the story-
line though. 

The poison spitting Dilophosaurus was silly, and there is no evidence
that any dinosaurs were venomous. The claim by some researcher that
Sinornithosaurus was toxic is nonsense too -- its tooth grooves are just the
normal ones that run along tooth roots. Also its teeth have partly fallen out
of their sockets (I pointed out how often that happens back in my PDW). The
flaring neck apron of the dilophosaur is improbable, but not impossible. 

The super intelligence and power of the raptors is more nonsense. Your
housecat is a lot smarter than any Mesozoic dinosaur, and throw a
Deinonychus and a jaguar of the same mass in a pit and the winner would
be up for grabs. 

Failure to apply full proto/feather coverings to the small dinosaurs in
future JPs would be a crime against dinosaurology. And might backfire
since audiences would know better, and see it as being cheap. What they
should do is go back and add feathers to the earlier movies, but I’m not hold-
ing my breath for that. 

The impact of the JP series on dinosaurology is mixed. The interest it
inspired may in part be responsible for how fantastically active the field has
become -- paleontologists always complain about the scarcity of funding,
but it is currently vastly greater than it was in the 1960s. On the other hand,
the ballooning of dinopaleo was well underway in the 1970s and 80s after
the work of Bakker, Ostrom et al., and may have become what it is in any
case. 

It is the science and resulting discoveries that are the most important fac-
tors in expanding paleontology, but we will never know. A downside is that
fictional films always mislead the public (when I was a kid my best friend
was convinced that the Seaview really was being built, and although I knew
that was not true I thought the Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea episodes fea-
turing ETs meant that aliens really were here and now – they wouldn’t allow
that on TV unless it was really true, right?). 

I was fortunate to have lived through the era when the first really well
done special effects were coming on line, giving movies a new excitement
never seen before – 2001 A Space Odyssey, Silent Running, Jaws, Star Wars,
Jurassic Park. Since then, special effects have become so routine that they
are no longer particularly interesting, the exception being the 3-D Pandora
scenes in Avatar. I never was a major fan of the just late Ray Harryhausen,
by the way. His effects were not all that appealing to me, probably because
they were not very artistic (unlike his mentor Willie O’Brien’s in King Kong
which is a masterpiece). It was a rather boiler plate SciFi product, rather like
that of George Pal and Irwin Allen. 
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THE RISE AND FALL OF THE 

By Robert Telleria

primevalprimetime.webs.com

Against the Santa Ana winds an ominous shadow of a giant
winged object is cast over the Racetrack Dry Lake and
Ubehebe Crater in Death Valley, California. It’s not a bird. It’s
not a plane. It’s something in between. It’s superpterosaur
Quetzalcoatlus northropi – one of the largest flying
machines to ever live before its kind died out 65 million years
ago. But it’s 1986. If it all seems like a scene out of a movie it’s because it
is. But this pterosaur was not created by Hollywood
special effects artists. 

Back in the 1980s, digital movies didn’t exist yet
but the closest technology was led by Canadian com-
pany IMAX. In 70mm format (rather than 35mm),
IMAX synonymized the highest fidelity picture possi-
ble, projected on a theater screen ten times larger than
your neighborhood theater’s with six channel surround
sound to heighten your audio experience. For moviegoers an IMAX movie
was a rare event as IMAX theaters were few, and Hollywood studios hadn’t
desensitized audiences by releasing digital blockbusters specifically for
IMAX screens. 

Shot at two dozen locations on four continents on a budget of $5 million,
the latest IMAX project for the Smithsonian’s National Air and Space
Museum (NASM) had a simple concept: “to dramatize the dynamic rela-
tionship between natural and mechanical flight, contrasting the biological
evolution of winged creatures with the technical innovation of man”.
Amazing nature footage of butterflies, gulls, condors, eagles and bats juxta-
posed with historical reenactments of a would-be Icarus, 16th century
Chinese kite fliers and the Wright Brothers’ flier in 1903. Whether aboard a
supersonic jet across the red canyons of Monument Valley, Arizona or a
Boeing 747 jumbo jet as it roars over the breathtaking Cascade Range, view-
ers are along for the ride, as the film’s titled -
On the Wing.

For nature and aviation lovers it’s a taut,
memorable 33 minutes, with a narration of
director Bayley Silleck’s script by F. Murray
Abraham (most noted for his Oscar-winning
Saliere performance in Amadeus). Richard
Einhorn composed the sweeping score per-
formed by the National Film Symphony of
Prague. The late Francis Thompson produced
at the request of NASM director Walter Boyne.

In 1977 aerodynamicist Paul MacCready made headlines for building the
Gossamer Condor, the first human-pedaled airplane to fly a specific course.
His Gossamer Albatross was pedaled across the English Channel to claim a

second Kremer prize while the Gossamer Penguin pioneered climbing flight
via solar cells. MacCready added two more Kremer prizes with his Bionic

Bat, which flew one
mile in less than
three minutes. At
this time in his life,
nearly sixty years
old, MacCready was
world renowned as
an aviation pioneer.
He had the will and
skill to make aerial
dreams come true. 

You may notice
that all of
MacCready’s inven-
tions were name-
inspired by Mother
Nature. While in
Texas in 1980, he
was intrigued to

learn that apparently she had no limits on maximum size
limit for pterosaurs, the previous recordholder being
Pteranodon thought to have maxed at 20-30 ft. wingspans.
But a newly described genus could well have been the
largest flying machine Nature ever engineered, with an
impressive 36 ft. wingspan.  

He set out to meet up with one of its describers, Dr. Wann
Langston, of the University of Texas in Austin, to see for himself the scant

fossil remains found in Big Bend National Park of
the late Cretaceous pterosaur Quetzalcoatlus, named
by discoverer Doug Lawson after the Mesoamerican
serpent god Quetzalcoatl. The species northropi
honors Jack Northrop, the designer of the tailless
‘flying wing.’  

Intrigued by just one vertebra and some crushed
wing bones, it was there at Langston’s lab that

MacCready conjured visions of resurrecting the extinct animal by building
a lifesize replica which could actually fly. The reconstructions of
Quetzalcoatlus were primarily based on near complete juvenile skeletons
recovered at another Texas site which were cautiously assigned
Quetzalcoatlus “sp.” to designate it may be another species. 

Serendipitously in Winter 1983, while having lunch in Washington D.C.
with NASM director Walter Boyne, MacCready learned of the museum’s

latest IMAX project, which would "revolve
around flight in its various forms - from that of
birds, insects and flying pterosaurs to kites and
aircraft developed by humans." MacCready
excitedly proposed the opportunity to build a
Quetzalcoatlus for the film that would double as
its star and mascot. 

A more sophisticated walking/standing/run-
ning model would not be attempted nor required.
He knew technology had advanced far enough
by this time that it was within possibility of
building a strictly flying model of a pterosaur.

He also knew a feasibility study would first be necessary (at a cost of
$50,000.)

On July 9 and 10, 1984 Paul MacCready assembled a rare meeting of the
minds. Twenty-five experts – specialists in paleontology, aeronautics,
ornithology, robotics, and other disciplines -  convened for a two-day work-
shop at the California Institute of Technology. Wann Langston was head of
the paleontological advisory team which also included Kevin Padian of
Berkley and independent artist Gregory Paul, whose up-to-date life restora-
tions were relied upon for the body plan of the ‘QN’ (as the replica was offi-
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cially named.)  As only a few fragments of the skull had been
recovered, it would turn out the crest shape and eye placement
on the QN was erroneous guesswork. Equally speculative was
the coloration, which G. Paul aesthetically based on modern
shoreline birds. It is safe to say QN was intended to be
female, as she was given a modest-sized crest.

As a result of the workshop Langston and the paleos better
understood the functionality and orientation of pterosaur
joints after a rigorous series of questions from MacCready's
engineers. Langston, Padian and Paul all were optimistic
and confident that "If anyone can do it, MacCready can.”

Following the workshop, a team of twenty technicians
headed by Alec Brooks at AeroVironment in Monrovia,
California, went to work in ‘Little Skunkworks’ (a play on
Lockheed Martin’s secret R & D division). A lack of scien-
tific literature on bird pitch stability required the team to
create their own videos of birds in flight. By October 1984,
MacCready had completed tests with a dozen quarter scale models and
determined that a half scale QN was most feasible practi-
cally and budgetwise. The results were announced at a
press conference at NASM on December 5, 1984.

''Very little is known about how natural fliers such as
birds combine their sensing devices, brains and muscles to
fly effectively,'' MacCready told the press at a demonstra-
tion at the Greater Los Angeles Press Club. “The challenge
of making QN fly is especially difficult because 'it does not
even have a tail to help with stability and control.'' In
essence, the real Quetzalcoatlus flew by active control
using its neck and head muscles, the way humans have
to readjust their balance when riding bicycles. "Nature's
creatures are very good at active control. Artificial crea-
tures are very bad. For example, any dumb person can
walk across a rough field, but to make a robot who can
walk across that same field is really difficult."

Two test phases commenced in early 1985. The first
test was ‘pitch control’ (up or down nose angle) using a
radio controlled model sailplane with adjustable wings
spanning 8 feet combined. An onboard autopilot system
devised by Henry Jex of Systems Technology would control minor
fore and aft wing movements to simulate the instinctive stability in
birds like the albatross. 

The second model, dubbed QS, tested lateral control and success-
fully flew in August 1985. Made of polystyrene foam, with carbon
and balsa spar on rigid wings, and a reflexed Liebeck airfoil, it was
the first recognizable pterosaur shape. This kite glider tested yaw
and roll stability against sideslipping. On its first flight, its
tailboom dropped and it crashed into powerlines knocking
power out in the small community of Moorpark.  The crew
determined that the crested head of the real animal must have
acted the same way a vertical tail fin does on an airplane, with
its body acting as a fuselage.

“We found we were working our way up the evolutionary
ladder, touching every rung just like Nature had,” MacCready was quoted.
“We thought we were going very slowly until we realized
we were moving up a million years every week.”

Langston was meanwhile experimenting with fiber-
glass casts of the fossil wing bones in Texas. By hanging
them on strings attached to slats on a bookshelf, he pho-
tographed the bones in a series of natural flight positions.
The photos were sent to AeroVironment who would
return videos of the test flights.

As a curious sidenote, at the same time, across the
pond Stephen Winkworth was busy flying his homemade
1/5 scale Pteranodon glider which was aired on BBC’s

Pterodactyls Alive! He was quoted in the press at the time as
also awaiting whether the American team would ever get the
QN to actually fly.

Emboldened by the success of AeroVironment’s flight
experiments with their mockup pterosaurs, the Smithsonian
NASM and sponsor Johnson Wax Co. (based in Racine,
Wisconsin) agreed to finance the $480,000 project to effec-
tively build what is most accurately described as a radio con-
trolled ornithopter (aircraft that moves by flapping wings.)
With technical issues now solved with a pre-final flapping
model that was tested while mounted on top of a moving
van, the real work began as engineers began fabricating the
final model. Early estimates for a full size, 36-40 ft.
wingspan were cost prohibitive so the team settled on a half
scale model, with an 18 ft. wingspan, the estimation for
juvenile specimens. Aluminum, spruce wood and plywood
were all considered as substitutes for the real animal’s hol-

low bone structure. Ultimately deciding that thin carbon fiber tubing was
best, wing spars were made, equaling the strength of steel
at 1/5 the weight. Expanded polystyrene foam was used for
its airfoil streamline shape. Its body, neck and head were
made of bullet-resistant Kevlar and epoxy resin.   

Powered by a body stuffed with fifty-six sub-C NiCad
batteries, weighing six pounds, the QN’s wings flap at a rate
of one to two cycles per second, controlled by two 1 horse-
power, samarium-cobalt DC motors (models 60 and 05)
supplied by Astro Flight. These control a jackshaft which
gives the QN wing power. Sixty-six heavy duty rubber
bands, acting as muscle substitutes, are stretched from
its neck to the jackshaft. A third motor, much smaller, is
installed toward the lower body to control the fore and
aft sweep needed as the wings flap. At a hundred pounds
less than its extinct counterpart, the QN weighed in at
44 lbs. and reached a flight speed of 35 mph.

The onboard control system is an eight channel radio
receiver, with autopilot function, plus three axis autopi-
lot systems. The wingskin was made of latex rubber
sheeting approximately .003” thick and painted with
waterproof ink dyes that allowed a convincing translu-

cent membrane effect when stretched. The wing ‘ribs’ were carbon
fiber and rigged to adapt to the changing form of wings as they flap.
Parts of the body were insulated with teddy bear fur covering
applied without the cloth backing to save weight. The fur also could
be combed over to hide the joints and zippers, installed in a way so
that the model could be disassembled like a kit for easy transport.

The five foot head and neck (fitted with sensors) sported a
fragile beak that had to be reinforced with a lift mechanism so
that it would not be broken if it spiked the ground upon land-
ing.

Ground operators controlled pitch attitude, turn rate, flap-
ping amplitude, autopilot on/off, tailboom elevator and drop,
head movements, and a much-used emergency parachute.

The first few test flights were near disastrous, but saved by an emergency
parachute installed inside the QN’s body. Flapping
power proved less efficient than expected so that the QN
was not able to climb correctly, requiring a reusable
tailplane dispatched at 500 feet by parachute. The QN
logged over twenty test flights, each lasting no more
than four or five minutes, which is all the batteries could
support. 

Running (or flying) just behind schedule in January
1986 enough success had been logged that it was ready
for its movie debut. Ray Morgan had the best command
of the RC and was responsible for its flight sequences in
the final film. One week was enough to capture all the
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footage, using a camera mounted on a helicopter,
which had to be expertly piloted to prevent down-
draft from its rotor blades from harming the QN.
These flight scenes bookend On the Wing first
heralding its arrival in prehistoric times, and at the
end as itself, now a realization of aerospace tech-
nology. For this reason it was dubbed “The Time
Traveler.”

The QN’s first public flight was originally
planned over the Washington Mall but rescheduled for less-
confining Andrews Air Force Base just outside of
Washington D.C. (now known as Joint Base Andrews). On
the fateful day of May 17, 1986, Armed Forces Day, before
tens of thousands of spectators, the QN began its first ascent
and its tailplane prematurely came off. 

Martyn Cowley of AeroVironment recalls that “Air
Force One (with Ronald Reagan aboard?) was taxiing
out and took off on the far side of the base. We waited
anxiously for quite some time, with everything prepared
for launch. After 20 or 30 minutes we were finally given
clearance to launch following the distant jet take-off. As
soon as we launched we were hit by radio interference,
which gave such violent control inputs that it snapped
the QN's servo mechanism to the neck, while it was in the air.” 

The QN was estimated to have been at around 400 ft. when the autopilot
mechanism activated. With just sixty feet left, its trusty emergency para-

chute deployed ensuring a safer landing on the
grassy field below. 

“I'm sure all those gathered must have thought
that the whole event had been a hoax or practical
joke,” Cowley remembers. “ We quickly replaced
the broken servo mount, but the Air Show schedule
moved on without a chance to re-fly.  The QN was
returned to the flight line static display, close to the
B-1 Bomber. Huge crowds visited the QN for a

closer look and Q & A throughout the show. In retrospect,
we speculated that in the presence of Air Force One, that as
a protective measure against any potential threats, that pow-
erful electronic countermeasures might have been switched
on at the time, which would have swept across our assigned
operating frequency for the day and scrambled our flight

control signals, but we'll never know for sure. ” 

Some Beltway residents expressed anger that the
Smithsonian had nothing better to spend half a million
dollars on, when they could be feeding the nation’s cap-
ital’s poor or sheltering the homeless. Gregory Paul
fired back in The Washington Post defending the QN’s
significance as fulfilling three main goals: the advance-
ment of science (aerodynamic and paleontological);

education of the public; and entertainment (on which Hollywood spends
larger sums), adding “Undoubtedly some will be excited and inspired
toward careers in science by the sight.”  

An understandably embarrassed MacCready remarked at the time that the
pterosaur was a “temperamental, overweight adolescent . . . but a good
actor." Broken too were the dreams MacCready had of a full-grown 36 foot
QN, and of an outdoor museum where a flock of his robotic pterosaurs
could fill the sky. Unbroken was his spirit and good humor. When asked if
they could build a pterosaur to fly over the English channel, MacCready
joked that he “may need fossil fuel for that.”

Before the crash the QN was covered
in several periodicals from sci/tech
magazines to R/C hobbyist trades.
Even after the crash MacCready told
Smithsonian at the time, “You put a
giant pterodactyl on the TV screen or in
the newspaper or a magazine, and it’s
just so exciting that people can’t help
but be interested in finding out more.”
Unfortunately because it was a slow
news day following its public debut

nearly every major U.S. newspaper reported the crash as front page news.
Most may remember the infamous crash more than the On the Wing movie
itself. ABC New’s program 20/20 even covered the hype in the summer of
1986.

Informed in subsequent years that the pterosaurs may have had skin mem-
brane between their legs he conceded that this adaptation may have been
another feature that would have helped the QN model stabilize.

The wings were re-covered in a UV-resis-
tant archival plastic material, to better with-
stand the long term effects of aging. The elec-
tronics gutted, two years later our dear QN
was back in D.C. on display at the National
Zoological Park’s Visitor center where it
remained until 2002. On May 21, 2006 it
made its last public appearance at the “Dino-
soar! The Prehistory of Flight” exhibition at
the EAA AirVenture Museum in Osh Kosh,
Wisconsin. Retired now, it is in private storage
at the Paul E. Garber Preservatory Restoration
and Storage Facility in Suitland, Maryland.

Twenty years after the QN created a flap,

Finally, a guide to all the amazing model
kits shown in Prehistoric Times over its 

twenty year history!
• Softcover format with 302 pages with 1000+ glossy color photos
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and other prehistoric animals 

• Authoritative history of 
commercial dinosaur figures

• Hundreds of entries by studio
and artist name

• Thousands of items listed by
size, scale, year and country of
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• Scientifically accurate, retro
(outdated) and fictional/fantasy
models

• Sculpting tutorial by Sean
Cooper, guest feature by Martin
Garratt 

• Foreword by Mike Fredericks

• Commentary by collectors, researchers and artists

• Index by genus (over 200)
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• Bibliography

Look for the Scale Model Dinosaurs calendar featuring 15 months with
over a hundred comparative photos of different dinosaurs from various
artists.  

Available from zazzle.com/dinosauriana

Contact eonepoch@aol.com for book ordering details

Or visit dinosauriana.com
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researchers at Stanford University
attempted to create a new radio
controlled pterosaur with accurate-
ly designed wings which they
hoped to have finished for its debut
to sponsor National Geographic
Channel’s Sky Monsters. Their
$500,000 model “Hercky” was
based on the smaller African genus
Anhanguera but posed the same
problems AeroVironment dealt
with on QN despite the benefit of
21st century technology such as
lighter, more efficient batteries. The
team hoped to build flexible wings
instead of the QN’s rigid construc-
tion; five joints instead of the QN’s
one and a head held downwards
rather than straight. While sculptors
Hall Train and John Conway did an
admirable job on the model itself, a wind vane on top of its head and
tail stabilizer were needed to actually fly the model, instruments the
final QN didn’t rely upon. Even with these enhancements the Stanford
team were unable to understand and simulate the complex wing move-
ments of the pterosaur and their tests resulted in multiple crashes for
Hercky.

On the Wing landed in North American theaters in June 1986. The
NASM’s Samuel P. Langley Theater was where the June 19 premiere was
held with then VP George H.W. Bush as guest presenter and six days later
at the American Museum of Natural History’s Naturemax theater with nar-
rator Abraham as guest host. On June 21, 23, and 24 were sneak previews
with the first public showing on June 27. It then showed on July 1 at the
California Museum of Science and Industry in Los Angeles and Flint,
Michigan’s Autoworld and Ontario Place in
Toronto in August, Edmonton’s Space
Sciences Centre and Detroit’s Science Center
in September, and Pacific Science Center in
Seattle in October. Worldwide fifty other
IMAX/OMNIMAX theaters during the sum-
mer and fall of 1987-88 followed suit. For the
sneak preview in Los Angeles, the “QN II”, a
flightless full size QN was created by
AeroVironment. Critics for several major
newspapers were all impressed with the film,
especially with the convincing QN. Some of
the paleontologists closely involved were disappointed to see their names
omitted from the on-screen end title credits.

Visitors to the NASM for a time could virtually control a QN with their
flight simulator ‘video game’ developed with Apple. Over twenty merchan-
disers were licensed for On the Wing. NASM’s gift shop was stocked with
mostly store exclusives. Of interest to toy collectors the QN was reproduced
as a 9 inch wingspan PVC replica, for $3; a 38 inch wingspan inflatable, $9;
a 45 inch wingspan wooden skeleton kit, at $14; and a 60 inch wingspan
kite, for $12. Just two years later, some items had only sold a few hundred
units. Interest had waned and the items were all discontinued making them
a challenge to find today. A year after, Tyco released a Pterodactylus fig-
ure (in their DinoRiders toy line) that looked like a smaller version of the
official QN toy, but with an improved head sculpt. The same figure was reis-
sued in Tyco’s “Smithsonian Collection.” It is believed that unique mer-
chandise slated to be produced just for the Asian markets never came to be,
although a Japanese phone card does exist. 

The ultimate way to experience On the Wing is obviously in IMAX but it
seems that virtually every IMAX title has been licensed for home video
release except it, particularly during the late ‘80s-early ‘90s when
Lumivision issued the well-known aerial themed IMAX classics To Fly!,
Skyward, Flyers and The Dream is Alive. To anyone who missed its theatri-

cal run, you are most likely familiar with
the excerpts seen on television. 

Children’s Television Workshop’s 3-2-1
Contact visited AeroVironment and shot the
‘behind the scenes’ during the early stages of
the QN. “Ancient Wings”, a  documentary on
the making of the QN was produced without
permission to use film footage, but also never

officially released. In turn an episode of
the WNET show Innovation profiled Paul
MacCready with quite a bit of its making-
of footage. Pterosaur episodes of The
Learning Channel’s PaleoWorld and the
BBC’s Lost Worlds, Vanished Lives (1989)
include QN footage. 

I have proposed to the Smithsonian the
idea of releasing On the Wing on a limit-
ed edition Blu-Ray set with the aforemen-

tioned similar IMAX features but there’s sadly no interest from the rights
holders. The only risk is on the
licensee to suffer the possibility of
poor sales. Smithsonian
Licensing, whose trademark rights

expired in 1993, have
no pull or interest in
the matter apparently
either. While they do
still archive a print
they do not have the
negative print in storage.

Unaware of its significance, a generation waits in the wings
as the video fate of On the Wing remains up in the air.

In memory of Francis Thompson (1908-2003), Paul
MacCready (1925-2007), Henry Jex (1929-2011) and Wann Langston Jr.
(1921-2013)
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Producers handling the actual
70mm film print.



Dinotopia Comes to
The Hampshire

Institute of Art!
By Jerry LoFaro - Adjunct

Professor at NHIA

In great anticipation of James
Gurney’s visit to The Hampshire
Institute of Art, the excitement of the
students had been building for months.
In fact, as the day finally arrived, they
were down right uncontainable! So
many of them grew up with the
“Dinotopia” series of books on their
laps, and it even
inspired their own
dreams of becoming
artists themselves. This
was going to be a
unique opportunity to
hear James talk about
his inspiration and cre-
ative process in a lec-
ture called
“Wo r l d b u i l d i n g –
Developing a Fantasy
Universe.”

The New Hampshire
Institute of Art is a
rapidly growing art
school devoted to the close personal attention of its students. The illustra-
tion program, lead by Chair Jim Burke, has particularly matriculated in a
very short time and is poised to be one of the best pro-
grams on the East Coast. I’ve been teaching Advanced
Digital Illustration courses at NHIA since 2010, and have
had stewardship in the development of this part of the cur-
riculum. I’m also having the time of my life doing so, and
am very proud of the hard work and results from my stu-
dents. In honor of James’ visit, I gave my more advanced
class a dinosaur based assignment - design a movie poster
for Peter Jackson’s remake (I wish) of “The Valley of
Gwangi”…how can you top cowboys vs dinosaurs? We
even watched the film for fun and inspiration in class
while we worked!

February 20th was going to be a very special day in our
school’s history, because not only would James arrive at
the school several hours before the lecture to do a demonstration and have a
chance to speak informally with the students, but Jim Burke was able to
partner with the Norman Rockwell Museum and arrange for a traveling
exhibition of Gurney’s art to appear at NHIA. “Dinotopia: The Fantastical
Art of James Gurney” opened on this day as well, and with James able to be
at his own show opening it made for a extra special event, and the public was
able to attend as well.

The day started with a demonstration in the auditorium of The French
Building, which is a beautiful turn of the century structure, and the heart of
NHIA. He started by first showing a series of drawings and photos on
screen, and spoke about the importance of drawing from life. He also dis-
cussed his long-time relationship with National Geographic Magazine, and
how he would travel to archaeological sites to research and sketch in prepa-
ration for creating accurate paintings, and how this training informed the
development of “Dinotopia.” Though the demo wasn’t going to be of a
dinosaur, one of our lovely students, Pagean, was honored to hold a rough-
ly one-hour pose for James. While showing his technique of sketching with
a watercolor pen, he shared a very easy rapport with his audience as he

worked; speaking freely about his approach
and taking questions, even discussing the
potential of the recently announced Star Wars
reboot movies. And for someone who men-
tioned that he would most love to go back in
time to the 1890’s and the dawn of the
Industrial Revolution, he also showed he had
a pretty good handle on fickle modern tech-
nology. When both cameras that were to be
used to broadcast his demo failed, James
managed to juxtapose his laptop camera
oddly in front of him to fill the big screen as
he sketched. It worked beautifully! 

After a dinner break, the gallery opening
for “Dinotopia” was the place to be in
Manchester that night, and it was heavily

attended. It was a real
treat to be able to see so
many of James’s lush oil
paintings in our gallery,
including such large and
renown pieces as
“Waterfall City,” and
“Dinosaur Parade.” He
even included some of the
models and dinosaur fig-
urines he sculpted as part
of the exhibit, and these
were particularly valuable
for our students to see.
Senior Taryn Cozzy
shared this with me
–“James pulled me aside
at the gallery opening and,
pointing at one of his larg-
er paintings, said, "See

this stegosaurus here? The two atten-
dants are on either side of him because
he has poor eyesight." He then proceed-
ed to point out a portrait of his son that
he worked into the painting and one of
himself on the other side.

James Gurney adds an astonishing
amount of narrative to every painting he
creates. Every character has a back-story,
a personality, a history that people don't
necessarily need to know to understand
the piece, but it's endearing to know he

creates his art with this mindset. Giving characters a background provides
the artist with a solid foundation of interest and purpose.”

The lecture started at 7 pm that evening, and it was a full house. What fol-
lowed was a detailed and very informative journey through what James
referred to as “world building,” and provided great insight into his creative
process. The lecture was very entertaining as well, and it flowed into a great
question and answer period. “Dinotopia” is an accumulation of a lifetime of
James’s interests and training, and to hear his lecture following this busy
day’s activities was very inspiring for the students and teachers alike. Jim
Burke observed, “Gurney's ability to combine his 3D work of sculptures and
maquettes, with his storytelling and masterful drawing and painting has
delivered the enchanting world of Dinotopia. Groundbreaking in its believ-
ability, it has served as a foundation for so much of the science fiction and
concept art that is thriving today. It's very rewarding for us at NHIA to pro-
vide these opportunities for our students and the community." 

The evening ended perfectly, as a small group of NHIA teachers, along
with James and his lovely wife Jeanette retired to a local pub, where he con-
tinued to draw while we all had a beer and chatted!
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Mesozoic Media
Dinosaur Sculpting: A Complete Guide, 2d ed. by Allen A. Debus,

Bob Morales, & Diane E. Debus. Paperback: 292 pages,  $49.95,
McFarland; ISBN-10: 0786472057, ISBN-13: 978-0786472055  In 1995,
when I was still a cute pup (and not a junkyard dog, like I am now), Allen
Debus and Bob Morales, both sculptors, decided to share their years of
experience and knowledge in creating awesome prehistoric animal sculp-
tures with the world in a book titled, “Dinosaur Sculpting.” The small press
run was an immediate, huge hit and quickly sold
out. (You can still find “collector copies” on
Amazon.com from $225 to $650 each.) Luckily I
still have my original copy that I reviewed in
Prehistoric Times magazine all those years ago
and it was fun to compare that one with the new
second edition that I know Bob and Allen and his
wife Diane are very proud of; and rightly so. I’m
sure they have developed both as writers and
sculptors in almost twenty years since their first
book and they definitely have much more to say
in this beautiful new edition. Chapters include;
an overview of paleoimagery, a step by step for-
mula for creating a prehistoric animal sculpture
from the wire armature to creating fine details to
baking the clay. Chapters also cover sculpting all
the different types of prehistoric animals and
how to research each. You will also read about dio-
ramas, painting your finished piece and even troubleshooting help.
Techniques range from "basic" to
"advanced" including inexpensive materi-
als. There are plenty of b&w photos and
illustrations, some accomplished by yours
truly. Is it fair that I review a book written
by friends of mine and one that I even
wrote the foreword for? Maybe not, but in
twenty years of book reviews I pride
myself on always telling my true opinion
and I tell you now that if sculpting prehis-
toric animals is your thing, you MUST
own “Dinosaur Sculpting, A Complete
Guide 2nd edition” for everything you
want to know on the subject in an easy to
understand and emulate format. It’s A to Z
to recreating a realistic, scientifically
accurate prehistoric animal 3D work of art.
Get your copy directly through the publisher either at
ww.mcfarlandpub.com or 800-253-2187.

Dragons from the Dunes: the Search for Dinosaurs in the Gobi
Desert By J.R. Lavas, Hardback ISBN 0959798323, 9780959798326 From
the author of the Centenary Edition of Arthur Conan Doyle’s classic The
Lost World that was recently reviewed and advertised in PT, comes anoth-
er book on prehistoric animals. In this book, John Lavas takes a scientific
and historical look at the first pioneering 100 years of Gobi exploration in
Mongolia. When I was a kid, one of the first books I received (which I still
own today) on dinosaurs was “All About Dinosaurs” by Roy Chapman
Andrews. Andrews, of course, was the inspiration for the Indiana Jones
character in the movies, as he was the original intrepid explorer of the early
20th century traveling across the Gobi Desert in search of dinosaur fossils
wearing his famous hat and outfit with a pistol strapped at his side. During
the age of dinosaurs, the Gobi was no dessert but a lush land of rivers and
forests. Lavas’ book covers all aspects of dinosaurs and other prehistoric
animals that lived in the area long ago. There has been so much found here
and still so much more to be found. (I once heard Paleontologist Mark

Norell say that there were still so many
Protoceratops fossils found here that
they must have been like herds of cows
during the Mesozoic.) Discoveries here
have shed light on many aspects of
dinosaur behavior, ecology, evolution,
reproduction as well as other verte-
brates too. Many beautiful illustrations
by the author include skeletal drawings,
life restorations, and museum and on-

site expedition photographs. Lavas is a zoology graduate of the University
of Auckland and a freelance illustrator since the 1980s. Contact the author

directly for your copy. There are two versions, hard-backed and soft-
backed. The hard-backed are $NZ 35 plus P&P, while the soft-
backed ones are $NZ 25 plus P&P. Email is j.lavas@auckland.ac.nz
and the postal address for those without email is: J Lavas, PO Box
14-421, Panmure, Auckland 1741, New Zealand. 

History of Life by Richard Cowen Paperback: 312 pages Wiley-
Blackwell ISBN-10: 0470671726 ISBN-13: 978-0470671726
From the Back cover: This text is designed for students and anyone
else with an interest in the history of life on our planet. The author
describes the biological evolution of Earth’s organisms, and recon-
structs their adaptations to the life they led, and the ecology and
environment in which they functioned. On the grand scale, Earth is
a constantly changing planet, continually presenting organisms
with challenges. Changing geography, climate, atmosphere, ocean-
ic and land environments set a stage in which organisms interact
with their environments and
one another, with evolution-
ary change an inevitable

result. The organisms themselves in
turn can change global environments:
oxygen in our atmosphere is all pro-
duced by photosynthesis, for exam-
ple. The interplay between a changing
Earth and its evolving organisms is
the underlying theme of the book. The
book has a dedicated website which
explores additional enriching infor-
mation and discussion, and provides
or points to the art for the book and
many other images useful for teach-
ing. See:
www.wiley.com/go/cowen/historyoflife.  A beautiful textbook, packed with
college level information and great photography and artwork.

The Tangled Bank: An Introduction to Evolution by Carl Zimmer
Paperback: 464 pages Roberts and Company Publishers; 2nd Edition ISBN-
10: 1936221446 ISBN-13: 978-1936221448 - PT reviewed the original ver-
sions of this book and “History of Life” previously. From the Back Cover:
Used widely in non-majors biology classes, The Tangled Bank is the first
textbook about evolution intended for the general reader. Zimmer, an award-

winning science writer, takes readers on
a fascinating journey into the latest dis-
coveries about evolution. In the Canadian
Arctic, paleontologists unearth fossils
documenting the move of our ancestors
from sea to land. In the outback of
Australia, a zoologist tracks some of the
world’s deadliest snakes to decipher the
100-million-year evolution of venom
molecules. In Africa, geneticists are gath-
ering DNA to probe the origin of our
species. In clear, non-technical language,
Zimmer explains the central concepts
essential for understanding new advances
in evolution, including natural selection,
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genetic drift, and sexual selection. He demonstrates how vital evo-
lution is to all branches of modern biology—from the fight against
deadly antibiotic-resistant bacteria to the analysis of the human
genome. The second edition of The Tangled Bank has been dra-
matically revised. It includes an entirely new chapter focused on
human evolution, for example, as well as discussions of addition-
al concepts in evolution, new illustrations, and descriptions of new
research. Richly illustrated with 285 drawings and photographs,
The Tangled Bank is essential reading for anyone who wants to
understand the history of life on Earth.

The Lost World of Fossil Lake: Snapshots from Deep Time
by Lance Grande Hardcover: 432 pages University Of Chicago
Press ISBN-10: 0226922960 ISBN-13: 978-0226922966 The
landscape of southwestern Wyoming around the ghost town of
Fossil is beautiful but harsh; a dry, high mountain desert with cool
nights and long, cold winters inhabited by a sparse mountain desert
community. But during the early Eocene, more than fifty million years ago,
it was a subtropical lake, surrounded by volcanoes and forests and
teeming with life. Buried within the sun-baked limestone is spec-
tacular evidence of the lush vegetation and plentiful fauna of the
ancient past, a transitional ecosystem giving us clues to how North
America recovered from a great extinction event that wiped out
dinosaurs and the majority of all species on the planet.
Paleontologists have been conducting excavations at Fossil Butte
for more than 150 years, and with “The Lost World of Fossil Lake”,
one of the world’s leading experts on the fossils from this spectac-
ular locality takes readers on a fascinating journey through the his-
tory of the discovery and exploration of the site. Deftly mixing
incredible color photographs of the remarkable fossils (Beautiful
full color plate after plate after plate in this book) uncovered at the
site with an explanation of their evolutionary significance, Grande presents
an comprehensive portrait of the site, its treasures, and what we’ve
learned from them for the first time. Grande presents a broad range
of fossilized organisms from Fossil Lake—from single-celled

algae to palm trees to crocodiles—
and together they make this long-
extinct community come to life in
all its diversity and splendor. A
field guide and atlas round out the
book, enabling readers to identify
and classify the majority of the
known fossils from the site.
Lavishly produced in full color,
The Lost World of Fossil Lake is a
stunning reminder of the intellec-
tual and physical beauty of scien-
tific investigation and a window
onto our planet’s long-lost past.

In Pursuit of Early Mammals
(Life of the Past) by Zofia Kielan-

Jaworowska Hardcover: 272 pages Indiana University Press ISBN-
10: 0253008174 ISBN-13: 978-0253008176 “In Pursuit of Early
Mammals” presents the history of the mammals that lived during the
Mesozoic era, the time when dinosaurs ruled the Earth, and
describes their origins, anatomy, systematics, paleobiology, and dis-
tribution. It also tells the story of the author, a world-renowned spe-
cialist on these animals, and the other prominent paleontologists
who have studied them. Zofia Kielan-Jaworowska was the first
woman to lead large-scale paleontological expeditions, including
eight to the Gobi Desert in Mongolia, which brought back important
collections of dinosaur, early mammal, and other fossils. She shares
the difficulties and pleasures encountered in finding rare fossils and
describes the changing views on early mammals made possible by
these discoveries. The author is the true expert on the tiny mammals
that walked under the feet of dinosaurs and presumedly became us.
Dinosaurs of the area are also widely discussed in the book that

includes color and b&w illustrations and pho-
tographs.

Abominable Science!: Origins of the Yeti,
Nessie, and Other Famous Cryptids Hardcover by
Daniel Loxton and Donald R. Prothero, Michael
Shermer (Foreword) Hardcover  $29.95 432 pages
Columbia University Press ISBN-10: 0231153201
ISBN-13: 978-0231153201 Loxton and Prothero
have written a fantastic work on cryptozoology, uti-
lizing skeptical literature and scientific literature.
Abominable Science! is a scholarly, fully referenced
work that presents a reasonable, well-argued, skepti-
cal perspective on some of the most iconic 'cryp-
tids,' and it is fun to read as well. We all would love
Big Foot, the Loch Ness monster and other 'cryptids'
to be real. Some species (such as the living coela-

canth and even the mountain gorilla) remained hidden to human experience
until relatively recently. Yet the authors insist on hard
evidence, thus running counter to the preferences of
those who prefer to just believe all stories of crypto-
zoology. With marvelous artwork and deeply
researched histories of the various creatures, Loxton
and Prothero present a lucid and compelling case to
counter the false claims of cryptozoology. It com-
bines excellent and thorough research, and references
to cryptozoological literature, with a level-headed,
critical approach. Abominable Science! offers an
original, refreshing exploration of the world of cryp-
tozoology with great artwork and deeply researched
histories of the various creatures.

A Field Guide to Mesozoic Birds and Other
Winged Dinosaurs by Matthew P. Martyniuk
Paperback: 194 pages Publisher: Pan Aves ISBN-
10: 0988596504 ISBN-13: 978-0988596504  A
beautifully illustrated book in the style of a field
guide to the birds of the Jurassic and Cretaceous
periods and their dinosaur ancestors. Species are
illustrated in color with full descriptions. The
introduction covers current research into bird ori-
gins and evolution. The book attempts to define
birds which is not easy in the Mesozoic and
include many dinosaur-birds; troodons, ovirap-
tors, microraptors, deinonychosaurs and others.
The book shows many first birds from around the
world (far more than I knew existed - many still
without names) and explains how they differed in
life. It illuminates pathways and side branches of
the first 100 million years of these feathered crea-
tures. A great guide for dino-nuts and certainly for
artists interested in restoring Mesozoic birds and
feathered dinosaurs.

Bestario Fosil - Mamiferos del Pleistoceno
de la Argentina by Analia Forasiepi and
Agustin Martinelli, art by Jorge Blanco. The
great artist Jorge Blanco was inspired to make
this book and got his two friends to write it
based upon his amazing artwork. You don’t have
to speak Argentine to understand what the title
is but that was close to the end of my reading
this book written entirely in Argentine. Ah, but
the artwork...oolala! Jorge’s work has been seen
and loved in PT for years. He tops himself here
with this book. Anyway, the three sent me a
signed copy and I felt they would appreciate a
mini-review. If you want to ask Jorge how to get
a copy for yourself or just send him some fan
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mail, he is at saurorama2.0@gmail.com

Return to the Sea: The Life and Evolutionary Times
of Marine Mammals by Annalisa Berta  and illustrated by
James L. Sumich and Carl Buell Hardcover: 224 pages
University of California Press; ISBN-10: 0520270576
ISBN-13: 978-0520270572 “Return to the Sea” portrays
the life and evolutionary times of marine mammals—from
giant whales and sea cows that originated 55 million years
ago to the deep diving elephant seals and clam-eating wal-
ruses of modern times. This account of the origin of vari-
ous marine mammal lineages, some extinct, others extant
but threatened, is for the non-specialist. Set against a back-
drop of geologic time, changing climates, and changing
geography, evolution is the unifying principle that helps us
to understand the present day diversity of marine mam-
mals and their responses to environmental challenges.
Annalisa Berta explains current controversies and explores
patterns of change taking place today, such as shifting food
webs and predator-prey relationships, habitat degradation,
global warming, and the effects of humans on marine mammal
communities. So much great information yet written for the
layman and beautifully illustrated.

How I Paint Dinosaurs by James Gurney DVD 53 min-
utes, $32.00 What a treat! With this new DVD sent to us by
Dinotopia’s James Gurney, you get to virtually sit next to the
artist in his own home studio as he shows you step by step how
he creates two beautiful, new dinosaur paintings for Scientific
American magazine. Mr. Gurney explains, in detail, how he
researches, how he does thumbnail sketches, sculpts 3D maquettes,
creates his preliminary drawing, plans his color scheme, and
brushes in his final oil painting. This is a must for artists, espe-
cially those still learning and trying to create a style. James’
paintings are so amazingly realistic and while he makes it look
so easy, he takes the time in this video to show you the steps to
take so you can create (with some practice) some nice dinosaur
paintings too. And, of course the techniques shown can be used
for any subject matter for your next art project.  The video is
available as a download and a DVD. More information is at
JamesGurney.com or James Gurney P O Box 693, Rhinebeck, NY 12572

The Big Golden Book of Dinosaurs (Big Golden Books) by Dr. Robert
T. Bakker (Author), Luis V. Rey (Illustrator) Hardcover: 64
pages Publisher: Golden Books ISBN-10: 0375859586 ISBN-
13: 978-0375859588 Renowned paleontologist Robert T.
Bakker and award-winning paleoartist Luis V. Rey combine
forces in this oversized picture book about the evolution of
dinosaurs. The book starts with the conquest of land by dino
ancestor Acanthostega during the Devonian Period, and then on
through the Permian and Carboniferous with the giant bugs and
other strange animals that inhabited the earth at those pre-
dinosaur times. The book then takes the reader into the Mesozoic - the age
of dinosaurs. Robert Bakker loves his human history too and tells of Mary
Anning and her paleo-discoveries along the shores of Lyme Regis, England
and Reverend Edward Hitchcock and his contributions to paleontology
including the dino/bird connection and on to other
early scientists of the time. The beautiful book
goes from there to discuss many of the more
recent discoveries about dinosaurs and on through
the mass die-off of dinosaurs at the end of the
Cretaceous Period and how it led to the existence
of man. The author and artist take readers on a
safari through time while paying a little homage to
the 1960 Giant Golden Book “Dinosaurs and
Other Prehistoric Reptiles” that inspired them
both as young dinophiles. Bob writes in an infor-
mal, fun manner that is easy for all that are old
enough to read to understand. Luis’s new style of

artwork is most impressive with a very three dimensional
appearance to it (look for a new interview with Luis Rey
in PT soon). The book is a perfect gift for young dinosaur
lovers—as well as adult fans of Dr. Bakker and Luis Rey.

Dinosaur Christmas by Jerry Pallotta  (Author) ,
Howard McWilliam (Illustrator) Hardcover: 32 pages
Publisher: Cartwheel Books ISBN-10: 0545433606
ISBN-13: 978-0545433600 What did Santa use to pull his
sleigh before he had reindeer? Dinosaurs! Santa Claus
reminisces about "the good old days" when dinosaurs
pulled his sleigh. The Tyrannosaurus rex wouldn't stop
licking Santa, the pterosaurs flew too high, and the
Maiasauras ate presents when no one was looking but
various other dinosaurs worked out fine! Today Santa
thinks the reindeer are a treasure, but when he and his old
dinosaur pals look in on a little girl who's sleeping, he
admits that sometimes he misses "the good old days."

Dino Kids will love meeting Santa's prehistoric friends in Jerry
Pallotta's funny and crazy new classic Christmas tale.
Beautifully illustrated by Howard McWilliam, “Dinosaur
Christmas” is your ticket to a Mesozoic Christmas!

Scaly Spotted Feathered Frilled: How do we know what
dinosaurs really looked like? by Catherine Thimmesh
Hardcover: 64 pages HMH Books for Young Readers ISBN-
10:0547991347 ISBN-13:978-0547991344 No one has ever
seen a dinosaur as they left behind only their impressive
bones, so how can scientists know what color dinosaurs were?
Or if their flesh was scaly or feathered? In a first for young
readers, the Sibert medalist Catherine Thimmesh introduces
the incredible talents of the paleoartist, whose work reani-
mates gone-but-never-forgotten dinosaurs in large full-color
paintings that are as beautiful as they aim to be scientifical-
ly accurate, down to the smallest detail. And not just any
paleoartist; this book went all out to hire the likes of John
Sibbick, Greg Paul, Mark Hallett, museum sculptors Tyler
Keillor and Stephen and Sylvia Czerkas. Even several paint-
ings from Charles R Knight are included. Follow famous
paleoartists through the scientific process of ascertaining the

appearance of various dinosaurs from millions of years ago to learn how sci-
ence, art, and imagination combine to bring us face-to-face with the past. 

IDW Dinosaurs Attack Do you remember the gory
“Dinosaur Attacks!” trading cards from a few decades ago:
1988 to be exact? Artist Herb Trimpe created a modern earth
in which dinosaurs had come forward in time to rip mankind
apart - literally! A couple years later, Eclipse started a comic
book line for the series too. Well now, IDW, who has come
out with so many great comic book lines in the past couple
years brings us “Dinosaurs Attack!” back again in a 5 issue
comic book series. Thanks to scientists’ new invention called

Timescan, mankind can view the ancient past. In issue number one the
invention is introduced to the world, first showing scenes of the more recent
past (cleverly, the comic book artists use scenes from old bubble gum card
series like “Civil War News” and “Battle” for these frames) and then the

point in time they are most interested in, the
Mesozoic era (here a copy of Zallinger’s “Age of
Reptiles” mural is similarly reproduced for the
comic.) But oh no, accidentally (and you’d never
see this coming) the dinosaurs start appearing here
in modern times. Well, as you can imagine, bring-
ing meat-eating and horn-goring dinosaurs (even
the veggie-saurs are cold-blooded man-killers)
among the general populace is not going to end
well for mankind. How badly? Well, you’ll just
have to pick up your own copies of IDW’s
“Dinosaurs Attack!” in a comic book shop near
you.
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Marx Stacktigraphy
“hole in the sole”

By Pat SchaeferBy Pat Schaefer

In this article, we are going to show you something about the Marx
Stegosaurus figures you may have already noticed but not grokked.

It is well known that the Stegosaurus of the medium mold group and the
revised mold group differ in the diameter of the aperture in the bottom of
the foot. What has been seen, but not fully appreciated, is that there are 2
different Stegosaurus figures within the revised mold group. Again, they
differ by the size of the hole in the sole. All 3 figures are shown in the first
diagram. Even more amazing, this diagram purports to show that one
Stegosaurs figure can be found in sets from 1957 to sometime after 1984,
maybe even, up to the present. A second figure was sold in sets from 1959
to 1962, and a third in sets from 1963 to 1984. 

The first diagram indicates that one version of the revised Stegosaurus
figure was sold between 1963 and 1984. So, we can build a Marx color chart
for this time range using
these figures, we can build a
Marx color chart for the
1970’s. This is our second
diagram. What the color dia-
gram purports to show is all
the colors used by Marx
dinosaur play sets in the
1970’s. As seen in the second
row from the top, that would
be 8 colors: red, gray, green,
yellow, blue, and 3 browns. 

Even before we begin, we are going to punt on colors. I know what “milk
chocolate” means to me, but the name may present a different shade to your
mind’s eye. We need some color names, and names which we can all agree,
best fits the basic color of the figure, but probably not the exact shade. We
will start with our old familiar Crayola 8 pack: red, green, yellow, blue. We
do not need purple, black, or orange, but we need 3 browns and we need to
borrow one color from our older brother’s Crayola 24 pack, gray. I believe
that makes 8 colors in our Marx starter color box. These are the color names
we will use to show and describe all the colors of the 70’s.

The chart was constructed by looking at the figures in the 5 Marx sets
listed in column 1: SDC blister packs, Marx 4208, Marx 3398 M.O., Marx
3398, Marx 0645. We posted revised Stegosaurus figure foot prints in all
the different colors we discovered. If there was a color that could not be seen
in the revised Stegosaurus, we used the foot pad of a Stegosaurus from the
medium mold group. If the color was not used in either of these figures,
then the Styracosaurus was enlisted. The colors for the 1970’s, in row 2, is
a summation of all the colors found in the 3 sets from the 1970’s, depicted
in rows 3, 4, 5. We also believe color quality control in the 1970’s improved
greatly over that in the late 1950’s and 1960’s. When we show one gray color
for figures in the 1970’s, there is only one basic gray, with a very narrow
range of shades (aka - they are all the “same” color), not one grayish color
with N variations in shade, like in figures produced earlier.

The diagram also shows the rainbow of colors to be found in certain indi-
vidual sets. For example, the Marx 4208 contains figures in only 3 colors:
brown, yellow, blue; never green, never gray. The Marx 3398 has 4 colors:
red, gray, brown, green. The Canadian version of this set, the 3398 M.O.,
lacks a red and packs a second brown. Marx 3398 aside. We peeked into a
mint in box set to confirm the size of the hole in the sole but we used fig-
ures from several sets to illustrate the set rainbow. The 3398 M.O. set is
uncommon, so one of the brown colors is too. On the other hand, the 3398
set is common, but red colored figures are most rare.

If we include the top row, all the colors used by one variation of the
revised Stegosaurus figure are captured. By adding two colors, a second

green and a second yellow, we get a total of 10. These two colors complete
the rainbow of colors used for revised Stegosaurus figures from the date
when they first showed up in 1963, to the date when they vanished from
sight in 1984.

First, and foremost, set science will again be borrowing concepts and
conceits from another science. This time, with borrowed concepts from
geology, we are going to create our own outcrop of Marx sets, describe those
sets and use those descriptions to define a Marx set “stackigraphy”.

You know my wife complains about the pile of old boxes in the wreck(ed)
room. But she doesn’t realize that with a few beers and a little geological
perspective, they would tell the entire history of Marx dinosaur play sets.
You just have to stack the boxes right, you have to arrange the stack to
resemble a geologic outcrop. So what’s a geologic outcrop? Geologists inter-
pret outcrops of rock to tell the history of the earth. In rock outcrops, the
exposed rock layers make an ordered stack, the oldest rocks are at the bot-
tom and the youngest on top. Actually, that is one of the oldest laws of
stratigraphy, the principle of superposition. It was proposed in 1669 by
Nicolas Steno, who, by the way, was one of the first to notice that teeth from
a living shark closely resembled objects found in stone, so called tongue
stones. 

But enough of that, what do
we need to create our outcrop?
We need sets, we need dates for
the sets, we need ways to recog-
nize the figures in the sets, and
we need names to assign to
those figures. Let’s begin with
the last item on the list, let’s
make up names. We are going
to identify these figures by the
size of the hole in the sole so
that ought to be part of the

name. Geology and paleontology borrow their dinosaur naming convention
/ nomenclature from biology. It is a list of words which at its tail, ends with
genus, species, and, depending upon whether you are a lumper or a splitter,
subspecies. We also will use this methodology to create names for the fig-
ures in the world of Marx sets. We propose the genus Stegosaurus, with 2
species: medium, revised, and 2 subspecies: medium O, small o. This means
our taxonomy has 3 members: “Stegosaurus, medium”, “Stegosaurus,
revised, medium O” and, “Stegosaurus, revised, small o”. In the first dia-
gram, the lowermost figure which has a large indent in the sole of one of its
feet, is the Stegosaurus medium. The middle figure with the smaller indent
is the Stegosaurus, revised, medium O. At the top, the figure with the small-
est indent of all, is the Stegosaurus, revised, small o.

We have names, we can recognize how the figures differ, now we need to
be able to assign ages to the sets in our outcrop; which is the oldest? which
goes on the bottom? How are we going to tell? Well, unlike geology, our
“fossil record” cannot be timed with radioisotopes, so we will choose to
base our ages of the sets on sightings in toy catalogs.

Not every set has been seen in a catalog, we do not have access to every
catalog, so we do the best we can. This is what is available to me: Sears 1957
- 1993, Simpsons Sears 1972 - 1973, Montgomery Wards 1957 - 1962, and,
although most sets show up in Marx catalogs starting annually from at least
1957, we have no access to the earliest of these catalogs.

Finally, our outcrop is made up of sets, so which sets? Let’s start small,
with only 3 sets, and build the outcrop seen in the first diagram. We have
chosen the Marx set number 3389, the Marx number 3388 and Marx num-
ber 0645.

Here are the set ages. We have no catalog sighting for the number 3389
Series 500 (don’t ask) but general consensus seems to be it came out with
the 3390 Series 1000, which we do see in the 1957 Wards and Sears cata-
logs. As we discussed in PT #102, the 3388 is likely from 1961 - 1962 and
certainly from 1959 - 1962. Wards catalogs are the source. With the number
0645, we are again forced to resort to that famous general, consensus, and
place the set in 1963.
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This means our outcrop has
the Marx 3389 at the bottom, fol-
lowed by the Marx 3388 and the
Marx 0265 on top. Now, how to
describe this outcrop of these
sets? Simple enough, we are
going to open the box, look
inside and report what figures we
see. 

In the Marx set 3389, we iden-
tify only the Stegosaurus, medi-
um. In the Marx set 3388, we
find the Stegosaurus, medium,
and the Stegosaurus revised,
medium O. In the Marx 0645 set,
there is only a Stegosaurus,
revised, small o. With this small
outcrop we begin to see the limi-
tation in geological stratigraphy.
You can only interpret what is
there and compare to what is
elsewhere and hope a consistent picture emerges. What do the sets look like
after 1963?  How do we know there are no medium O set in those sets?
Looks like we need more sets and another outcrop. Now that we know how,
we can do it with less explanation.

Let’s start our second outcrop with the Marx number 0645 (1963). There
is a large hiatus between this set and the next, but the next set in our outcrop
will be the Marx 3398 (1971 - 1974). On top of that, we stack the Marx 3398
M.O. (1972 - 1973), then a Marx 4208, the 1979 edition. Our outcrop ends
with the carded blister packs of Marx figures manufactured by the
Spaulding Dinosaur Company (SDC), but using Marx molds (1982 - 1984).

These are no ordinary sets as they tend toward the mintish side of the
scale. The Marx 4208 is truly mint in box, the figures are still in bags and
the water decal has not even been applied to the landscape pool. The blis-
ter packs from SDC are still sealed. Not every set is so blessed, but, I
believe, all are accurate: the figures in the set came in the box, no
replacements, no restorations, no additions, no deletions.

Even though our second outcrop is not much taller than the first, it
covers the important years between 1963 and 1984. Once we had
described each set, we found that all the Stegosaurus figures are
Stegosaurus, revised, small o, or Stegosaurus, medium. Thus corrobo-
rating the claim made at the start of the article, that the revised medium
O figures are found in sets from 1959 to 1962 and the revised small o fig-
ures are found in sets from 1963 to 1984. Eureka! This means the
Stegosaurus revised figures are like Archimedes, Archimedes being an
index fossil.

What is an index fossil? In a geologic outcrop, when you see an
Archimedes fossil you know you are in Mississippian times, the creatures
that formed these fossils do not occur before or after this period.
Likewise, these Marx Stegosaurus figures are limited to certain catalog
years, not seen before or after. We utilized the youngest index figure to
start to crack that hard nut that is the coloration of Marx figures.

But wait, there’s MORE! By adding a final set to the top of our out-
crop, much more can be inferred. Our final set will be the Sears #49-
5637, “LAND OF THE DINOSAURS PLAYSET” by Toy Street Inc. (as
seen in PT #98) with a catalog age of 1992 - 1993. 

Why this set? Well, despite the fact, our mint in box set has 45
dinosaur figures in it, not one is from the revised or the small mold
group. In fact three of the small mold group dinosaurs (Plateosaurus,
Cynognathus, Dimetrodon) have been replaced by their MPC (Multiple
Products Corporation) counterparts. So an extinction event seems to have
occurred. The entire revised mold group has disappeared sometime
between 1984 and 1992.

What about the small mold group? In our outcrop, the last sighting of

the small mold group is in the
Marx 3398, so that makes the
latest, 1974. If one checks the
Marx catalogs a few small mold
figures can be seen in the 1977
edition. We are calling 1978, the
end of the line for the small
mold group.

In addition to the loss of
entire mold groups, we have
also seen some individual fig-
ures have disappeared. The
Stegosaurus, revised, medium
O, ranged from 1959 to 1962.
The Stegosaurus, revised,
small o, seems to have replaced
it in 1963, until it, too, disap-
peared with all its mold mates
sometime after 1984. My
hypothesis on this transition is
that the medium O, figure did

not survive the transition from a lowPb to a noPb environment, making the
Marx 0645 one of the first sets to be noPB.

If you are underwhelmed by the Marx color chart for the 1970s as being
obvious and kind of lame, behold the power of its opposite. Any Marx fig-
ure made by the original Louis Marx Toys Inc., that is not one of those col-
ors, must be from the 1950’s and 1960’s. Or if you really think it is new (later
than 1970), then it is certainly not made by Marx, probably not produced by
SDC or Toystreet either. But keep looking, who knows what treasures we
will find.
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